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ABSTRACT
Computer simulations using molecular dynamics (MD) on classical molecular mechan-
ical (MM) interatomic potentials can provide valuable information and quantitative
predictions about these systems. In MD calculations binding free energies of ions to
host molecules can be studied if correct ion solvation free energies in aqueous solu-
tion are obtained. However, no MM models exist that parametrize various Zn2+ and
transition metals consistently and consider both structural and thermodynamic data
simultaneously.
The first part of our work focused on MD free energy perturbation (FEP) sim-
ulations to derive MM interaction parameters for Zn2+ and Mg2+ ions in aqueous
solution. To obtain these parameters the absolute solvation free energies were cali-
brated against the experimentally determined solvation free energies, using the TIP3P
water model, which is integrated in the Q-package from A˚qvist. In addition to the
traditional single charge (SC) model a distributed charge model (DC) was devel-
oped and tested to study the impact of charged ghost atoms on the solvation free
energy. Furthermore, the structural properties of the system were taken into consid-
eration to obtain a parameter set that reproduces both the experimentally observed
solvation free energies and the structure of the first solvation shell. The results for
Zn2+ in aqueous solution showed that solvation free energies and metal-oxygen radial
distribution functions in aqueous solution are not coinciding with the experimentally
observed data simultanously. The developed distributed charge (DC) model increased
the solvation free energies substantially for various charge distributions compared to
xii
the traditional single charge (SC) model. However, the radial distribution functions
were altered as well when performing molecular dynamics simulations with the DC
model. As far as the simulation of the solvent is concerned, the continuum Born
model overestimates the solvation free energy for realistic Zn2+ ionic radii whereas
the explicit model underestimates solvation energies for realistic Zn2+-O distances.
During the second part of this work a Metal Center Parameter Analyzer (MCPA)
code was developed in python to automate gas-phase simulations for the ZnF2(H2O)3
complex for a given range of force field parameter values. In particular, a random
number generator has been integrated in our MCPA code. The results that were found
with this MCPA code revealed that there are particular force field parameters sets
which produce Zn-O and Zn-F mean distances that coincide with the distances ob-
tained from ab initio calculations for some DC models. Our extensive numerical data
will guide the design of the next-generation of the DC models of metal ions.
xiii
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Motivation
The PDB data base contains over 25,000 structures with metal ions like Na+, Mg2+,
K+, Ca2+, V5+, Cr3+, Mn2+, Fe2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, Pd2+, Ag+, Cd2+, Ir3+,
Pt2+, and Hg2+ [1] (Table 1). Metal ions are crucial for the functionality of many
proteins and enzymes and are required for the growth of all living organisms. They
determine the structure and stability of metalloenzymes [1], i.e., the structure of
folded proteins can be stabilized by metal ions or an active conformation of a protein
can be fixed [2]. The interactions between metal ions and their ligands also affect the
structure and function of ion channels and ion-selective macrocycles.
The metal ions that were analyzed in the present project are Mg2+ and Zn2+.
These metal ions occur the most frequently in metalloproteins [2].
Mg2+ is a very versatile cofactor because it is used to stabilize a variety of protein
and nucleic acid structures. It also plays a role in the biochemistry of nucleic acids.
Dr. Floria´n’s research focuses on human DNA polymerase β, which is responsible for
the fidelity of DNA replication. Zn2+ occurs in AHL lactonase (= acylated homoserine
lactones lactonase), for instance. AHL lactonase is used in Dr. Liu’s research group
(Chemistry Department, Loyola University Chicago).
Mg2+ corresponds to a “hard” ion and thus prefers “hard” oxygen-containing
ligands that show low polarizability [2]. It is mostly octahedrally coordinated in
aqueous solution, gas-phase as well as in proteins. Unlike to Mg2+, Zn2+ prefers softer
1
2Table 1: Structures with metal ions in the protein data bank [1]
metal hits metal hits metal hits
Na+ 2701 V5+ 59 Pd2+ 8
Mg2+ 5384 Cr3+ 7 Ag+ 10
K+ 965 Mn2+ 1412 Cd2+ 521
Ca2+ 5030 Fe2+ 1403 Ir3+ 2
Co2+ 337 Pt2+ 44
Ni2+ 463 Hg2+ 343
Cu2+ 763
Zn2+ 5854
total 25336
ligands with high polarizability [2]. As a metal ion it shows a variety of coordination
numbers and coordination geometries. In aqueous solution it is bound to six water
molecules in an octahedral geometry whereas in proteins and enzymes Zn2+ shows
usually a tetrahedral coordination. This is due to available vacant orbitals that are
able to accept charge from the ligands as well as the electron-donating ability of
residues in protein molecules [2]. A 5- or 6-coordinate geometry is also possible.
A measure for the stability of the metal ion protein complexes is the binding free
energy of the metal ion in protein molecules. Mg2+-protein complexes are generally
less stable than their tetrahedral Zn2+-protein counterparts. Thus, Mg2+ can be
dislodged from its binding site by Zn2+. Given a particular ligand, the binding free
energy depends on the formal charge, the ionic radius and the charge-accepting ability
of the metal ion [3].
The binding free energies of metal ions in protein molecules can be calculated via
the solvation free energies of these metal ions. Thus, this project was focused on
3solvation free energies of Mg2+ and Zn2+ while also considering structural aspects.
We applied computer simulations using molecular dynamics (MD) on classical
molecular-mechanical (MM) interatomic potentials because they can provide valu-
able information and quantitative predictions about a specific system. For instance,
in MD calculations binding free energies of ions to host molecules can be studied
if correct ion solvation free energies in aqueous solution are obtained. The length
of the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that use molecular mechanics (MM)
forces allows to calculate free energies of biochemical processes. However there are
problems with the general applicability without reparametrization. Furthermore it
does not take account of electrons. Quantum mechanics (QM) is a much more pre-
cise description of the molecular structure. It is also more suitable for soft ions with
high polarizability. However, the application of QM forces in molecular dynamics is
limited to trajectories of less than 100 ps. Furthermore, the system size has to be
taken into consideration since quantum mechanics can be applied only to molecules
with few atoms (< 200). Therefore QM and, or QM/MM based-methods fail for
thermodynamics like solvation and binding calculations [4]. We analyzed the ability
of new MM models to parametrize Mg2+ and Zn2+ consistently and considered both
structural and thermodynamic data simultaneously [5].
Molecular dynamics
The classical Hamiltonian for a molecular system
The classical Hamiltonian consists of the sum of kinetic and potential energy terms
and can be written as:
H(~pi,~ri) =
N∑
i=1
1
2mi
~pi
2(t) + Vpot(ri) (1)
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Figure 1: Energy terms of the potential energy function
where ~pi is the momentum vector of the particle i, ~ri represents the coordinate
vector and Vpot(~ri) is the potential energy obtained by molecular mechanics simula-
tions. N represents the number of particles in the system and mi are their individual
masses. The Hamiltonian is a function of 6N independent variables, the 3N particle
momenta and the 3N particle positions [6].
Potential energy term
The total potential energy (total strain energy) of a molecule is represented by a set
of functions (Figure 1). These include bonding, valence angle and torsional angle
interactions, as well as nonbonded interactions like electrostatic and Van-der-Waals
interactions and various additional terms, which are shown in Eq. 2 [7]:
Vpot =
∑
atoms
(Er + Eθ + Eφ + E + EvdW + ...) (2)
Er =
∑
bonds
1
2
kb(rij − reij)2
5Eθ =
∑
angles
1
2
kθ(θij − θeij)2
Eφ =
∑
dihedrals
kφ(1 + cos(nφ− δ)
E =
∑
atompairs i,j
1
4pi0
qiqjr
−1
ij
AMBER95 : EvdW =
∑
atompairs i,j
ij
((R∗ij
rij
)12 − 2(R
∗
ij
rij
)6)
or
AMBER/OPLS : EvdW =
∑
atompairs i,j
Aijr
−12
ij − Bijr−6ij (3)
where Vpot is the total potential energy, kb is a bond stretching force constant, r is the
distance between two bonded atoms, re is the equilibrium bond length, kθ is an angle
bending force constant, θ the angle between two bonds, θe is the equilibrium bond
angle, kφ is a force constant for rotation around a dihedral angle, n is the multiplicity
(number of minima per full turn) of the dihedral angle φ, δ is the phase shift (δ/n
gives the location of the first maximum), qi and qj are the partial charges of atoms j
and i separated by the distance rij. ij and R
∗
ij are the atom type parameters for the
6-12 Lennard-Jones potential if the AMBER95 force field is used. They are combined
using the rules: ij = (ij)
1/2 and R∗ij = R
∗
i + R
∗
j .
The AMBER/OPLS force field uses the geometric Lennard-Jones parameters Aij
and Bij for the interaction between atoms i and j. The Lennard-Jones parameters are
defined per atom type as Ai and Bi. In comparison to the AMBER95 force field the
AMBER/OPLS force field uses a Van-der-Waals-interaction term with repulsive and
attractive terms which are not dependent on the same parameter value. The absolute
potential energy values obtained in a structure optimization are meaningless. Only
energy differences between two states of a compound may be interpreted.
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Figure 2: Variation of the potential energy of a hypothetical molecule with
two hypothetical parameters x and y. The corresponding function
f(x, y, ) = x4 + 4x2y2 − 2x2 + 2y2 shows a saddle point at (0,0) and
minima at (1,0) and (-1,0).
A collection of parameter values that parametrize the potential energy functions
is called a force field. These parameter values depend also on the potential energy
functions.
The energy of a molecule depends on multiple parameters. The variation of the
potential energy with respect to the coordinates is referred to as the potential energy
surface. Given a system with N atoms the potential energy can be written as a
function of 3N-6 internal or 3N Cartesian coordinates. The potential energy surface
can be visualized with no more than two coordinates [8]. Fig.2 represents the potential
energy surface for a hypothetical molecule with two varying dihedral angles.
There are several points of interest on the potential energy surface. The most
interesting points on the energy surface are stationary points like minima obtained
by the minimization of Vpot. These points and the area around them represent stable
states of the simulated molecular system. Stationary points can be determined by
calculating the first derivatives of the potential energy with respect to the coordinates
of the atoms in a system. Stationary points show the particular property that the
7first derivatives of the potential energy are zero [6] (see Eq. 4). It can be derived that
no force acts on the atoms if the molecular system is at a stationary point because
the first derivatives of the potential energy correspond to forces.
There are 3N first derivatives of the potential energy because the potential energy
depends on all the coordinates of the atoms.
gi = ~∇Vpot =

∂V
∂xi
∂V
∂yi
∂V
∂zi
 = 0 i = 1, ...N (4)
where ri represents the the geometrical parameters of the potential energy surface [6].
To learn more about a stationary point the second derivatives of the potential energy
with respect to the geometrical parameters have to be determined as well.
For example the second derivatives of the potential energy with respect to the
coordinates of two atoms i and j can be represented by the Hessian matrix 5 [6]:
H = hij =
δ2Vpot
δ~riδ~rj
=

∂V
δxi∂xj
∂V
∂xi∂yj
∂V
∂xi∂zj
∂V
δyi∂xi
∂V
∂yi∂yj
∂V
∂yi∂zj
∂V
δzi∂xj
∂V
∂zi∂yj
∂V
∂zi∂zj
 (5)
where ∂V
∂xi∂yj
= ∂V
∂yj∂xi
which reveals the symmetric character of the matrix H [6].
The eigenvalues λi and their associated eigenvectors~ei are important to distinguish
between saddle points, minima and maxima [6]. They are derived by the Hessian
matrix H and are defined by the equation H~ei = λi~ei [6]. Numerically there are a
variety of methods available to calculate the eigenvalues. Analytically, the eigenvalues
can be determined by setting the secular determinant to zero.
The determination of the eigenvalues can be shown for the function given in
8Fig. 2 [8]. The Hessian matrix is given by [8]:
hij =
12x2 + 8y2 − 4 16xy
16xy 8x2 + 4
 (6)
Fig. 2 displays two minima at (1,0) and (-1,0) and one saddle point at (0,0) for this
function. For the point (1,0) the Hessian matrix is:
hij =
8 0
0 12
 (7)
In the following the secular determinants are set to zero.
x =
8− λ 0
0 12− λ

Thus the eigenvalues can be derived: λ = 12 and λ = 8. These are two positive eigen-
values corresponding to the point (1,0). Therefore, the stationary point corresponds
to a minimum because there are no negative eigenvalues in the second derivative ma-
trix [6]. This can be explained by the fact that an infinitesimal displacement of the
geometrical structure of the molecule along the direction defined by the eigenvector
of a negative eigenvalue decreases the energy of the system whereas a displacement
along the eigenvector of a positive eigenvalue increases the energy [6]. A maximum
would necessitate no positive eigenvalues in the second derivative matrix.
The prerequisite for a saddle point at (0,0) is at least one negative eigenvalue. In
general, an nth-order saddle point has n negative eigenvalues and thus n displacements
that reduce the potential energy and 3N-n displacements that increase it [6]. An
eigenvalue of zero involves no energy change for a displacement of geometry along the
9corresponding eigenvalue.
The steepest descent method can be applied to minimize the potential energy
(Figure 3). The steepest descent method is one of several algorithms that can find
local energy minima on the potential energy surface. This method performs a line
search. Once the line of steepest descent is found a new direction orthogonal to the
previous gradient is determined (Figure 3b).
When applied in MD simulations to find the minimum energy of a system high
energy barriers and large numbers of degrees of freedom represent a problem because
in this case the steepest descent method may only find a local minimum rather than
the global one.
Kinetic energy term
Molecular dynamics are based on the molecular mechanics approach to reproduce
the time dependent motional behavior of a molecule [9]. Let us consider a simple
case of an atom/ball of mass m attached to an atom with fixed coordinates/wall by
a covalent bond/spring (Figure 4). The ball is lying frictionless on a table. The ball
is initially at rest and the distance between the ball and the wall corresponds to the
equilibrium distance (re). If the distance is changed the spring excerts a force on the
ball to restore the equilibrium distance. This behavior can be expressed by Hooke’s
Law (Eq. 8). However, this law fails for large values of the extension and can be
applied to particular materials only [10].
~F = −ks(~r−~re) (8)
10
Thus, the potential energy of this particle can be derived by integration of Eq. 8:
Vpot = −
∫ r
re
~F(r)d~r = V(re) +
1
2
ks(~r−~re)2
V(re) is the constant potential of the system at the equilibrium distance. This po-
tential is set arbitrarily to 0 kcal [10]. A force ~F excerted on the ball/atom sets it in
motion. Thus, Newton’s law of motion can be applied (Eq. 9).
~Fi = m~a = m~¨r (9)
where ~a is its acceleration. The acceleration can be described as the second time
derivative of the atom’s position vector. The force ~F can be set equal to [6]:
~F = m
d2~r
dt2
= −~∇Vpot(~r(t)) (10)
This is a second order differential equation where −~∇Vpot is the negative of the first
derivative of the potential energy with respect to the position vector of the atom [6].
The system of N atoms is described by a set of N second order differential equations.
The analytical solution of this second order differential equation is (Eq. 11).
~r =~re + ~Asin (ωt) + ~Bcos (ωt). (11)
ω is equal to (ks/m)
0.5 and is called the angular vibrational frequency. ~B can be set
to 0 if the motion starts at t = 0 and ~r = ~re. The corresponding analytical solution
is displayed in Fig. 4.
The approximate numerical solution can be obtained by the application of al-
gorithms. The Leapfrog-Algorithm [8], a modified version of the widely used Verlet-
11
algorithm [38] is applied in the Q-package to solve the equations of motion (Figure 5).
At t = t0 the algorithm takes the initial position ~r0 which is derived from x-ray data
or a theoretical quantum mechanical model. The corresponding acceleration ~a0(~r0) is
obtained by calculating the force that is acting on the particle at this position (see
Eq. 10) . The initial velocity~˙r(0) = ~v0 of the particle can be assigned by randomly
generating the initial velocities at a given initial temperature [8].
The generated velocity values are distributed according to a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. The probability of finding an atom i with the velocity between vi and
vi + dv at a particular temperature T in a single direction is given by f(vi)dv [8].
f(vi)dv =
( mi
2pikBT
)1/2
exp
(−1
2
miv
2
i
kBT
)
dv (12)
where kB = 1.3806488(13) ∗ 1023J/K is the Boltzmann constant. The mean value of
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is zero [6]. After assigning initial velocities to
the atoms an instantaneous temperature is determined [8]:
T =
2K
(3N− Nc)kB with K =
N∑
i=1
|~p2i |
2mi
(13)
where 3N− Nc corresponds to the total number of degrees of freedom accessible to the
system. The number of constraints is denoted as Nc. This instantaneous temperature
may differ from the desired temperature. To adjust the instantaneous temperature
the magnitude of the velocity of each atom is multiplied by a correction factor. How-
ever, if the system should equlibrate for some time, applying such velocity scaling is
disadvantageous.
The particle moves with the assigned constant velocity~˙r(0) = ~v0 on the red line
(Figure 4b). At t = t1/2 a new value for the velocity is calculated given the values for
12
~a0 and ~v0 [8]:
~v1/2 = ~v0 +
~a0dt
2
(14)
The positions at time t1 (j = 1) can be approximated by (higher terms of the Taylor
series are neglected) [8]:
~rj =~rj−1 + ~vj−1/2dt +
1
2
~aj−1(tj−1)(dt)
2 (15)
One can see that for j = 1, ~r0 and ~v1/2 from previous steps are needed to determine
the trajectory. The acceleration of the particle at t1 can again be obtained by cal-
culating the force F1(t1) via differentiation of the potential energy at the current
postion of the particle (see Eq.10). ~a1, ~r1 and ~v3/2 are input parameters for the next
step j = 2. One advantage of this algorithm compared to the more commonly used
Verlet-algorithm [38] is that it includes the velocity. Additionally, differences of large
numbers do not have to be calculated [8]. However, positions ’leap-frog’ over the
velocities and vice-versa [8].
With a very small time step for the integration of the equations of motion (Eq. 10)
it takes too many steps to cover the entire phase space. A large time step can involve
instabilities in the numerical integration but decreases computation time. Higher
temperatures and thus larger velocities of the particles, fast varying potential energy
surfaces and particles with small masses require small time steps. An appropriate time
step has to be chosen to cover the phase space (Fig. 6, [8]). Many molecular dynamics
algorithms (Leapfrog algorithm, Verlet algorithm) are based on the assumption that
the velocities and accelerations are constant over the chosen time step. Vibrations
of bonds in the simulated system change velocities and accelerations. Therefore, the
time step has to be smaller than the inverse of highest frequency of motion occuring
13
in bonds of the simulated system. Biomolecular timescales and timestep limits are
given in Figure 7.
The radial distribution function (RDF)
In MD simulations, trajectories of particles are computed by solving Newton’s equa-
tions of motion. These trajectories can be used to determine the radial distribution
(pair distribution) function g(r), which calculates the probability nsim of finding a pair
of particles a distance r apart. Furthermore, this function considers the probability
nrandom for a random distribution with the same density as the reference system. The
radial distribution function g(r) is calculated for intervals with a width δr. The value
of the radial distribution function in the interval [r, r+δr] can be calculated at the
mid-point g[r+1/2δr] as follows [6]:
g(r +
1
2
δr) =
nsim([r, r + δr])
nrandom([r, r + δr])
(16)
The functions nsim and nrandom denote the average number of particles whose distances
from a particular particle lie in the interval [r, r + δr]. The equation for nrandom can
be written as [6]
nrandom([r, r + δr]) =
4piN
3V
[(r + δr)3 − r3] (17)
where N is the number of particles and V is the system’s volume. The simulation
probability nsim can be obtained by calculating all the distances between the particles
for each time frame in the trajectory. A histogram displays the number of distances
that fall within a particular range [r, r + δr]. The number of distances retrieved in
this interval are divided by the number of frames in the trajectory nf and by N to
determine nsim. The division by nf is necessary to obtain the average number of
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distances per frame. The average number of distances per particle is calculated by
dividing the number of distances in the interval by N [6].
Thermodynamic background
Phase Space and Statistical Thermodynamics
In molecular dynamics it is essential to generate a reasonable ensemble of configura-
tions of the system rather than determining the time development of the movement
of the particles [17]. Let us consider a particle of mass mi in simple harmonic motion.
We can derive the total energy of the system from Eq. 1, Eq. 2 as:
H(~pi, rij) =
1
2mi
~pi
2(t) +
1
2
kb(rij − reij)2 (18)
The Hamiltonian H is a constant because the potentials are time-independent [10],
i.e. energy is conserved. Eq. 18 can be modified to:
H(~pi, rij) =
1
2mi
~pi
2(t) +
1
2
kbq
2 (19)
where ~q = rji − reji. The phase space trajectory of the particle is the ellipse which is
shown in Figure 8:
p2
a2
+
q2
b2
= 1 (20)
where a2 = 2miH, b
2 = 2H/kb. Thus, the trajectory of the particle through phase
space can be described by an ellipse in this particular one-dimensional example [10].
For a three-dimensional system with N particles the Hamiltonian H is described by
a function of 3N values for q and 3 N values for p.
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Thermodynamic Cycles
Free energy G calculations are used to study the free energy change ∆G during an
association between molecules in solution. In a molecular association two molecules
approach each other. Solute-solvent interactions are replaced by solute-solute inter-
actions. The concept of a thermodynamic cycle describes the basic relations between
free energy differences regarding molecular association in solution (Eq. 21).
Asolv + Bsolv
∆G
mut.
(B)

∆G1 // ABsolv
∆G
mut.bind.
(AB)

Asolv + B
′
solv ∆G2
// AB′solv
(21)
Eq. 21 considers A as a ”host” and B and B’ two guests for this host. The relative
free energy of association of B and B’ to A can be measured by using experimental
methods. However, the mutation of B into B’ cannot be performed in the labora-
tory. Theoretical methods are applied to transform B into B’ free in solution and
when bound to A [11], [12]. The free energy difference only depends upon the end-
points because the free energy is a state function. Therefore, its sum around the
thermodynamic cycle can be set to zero. Thus, Eq. 22 can be derived.
∆∆G = ∆G2 −∆G1 = ∆Gmut.bind.(AB)−∆Gmut.(B) (22)
where ∆∆G is the relative binding affinity of B and B’ to A, ∆Gmut.bind.(AB) is the
free energy difference of the two intermolecular complexes and ∆Gmut.(B) represents
the free energy difference of the two ligands in solution. Thermodynamic cycles
enable also the absolute free energy of binding in solution to be determined using
free energy perturbation methods [13]. For instance, it is possible to determine the
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absolute binding free energy of a substrate molecule to an enzyme molecule ∆G
solv.bind.
in solution with a thermodynamic cycle. Eq. 23 shows the specific thermodynamic
cycle for a substrate S (e.g. metal ion) binding to an enzyme E:
Egas + Sgas
∆G
solv
(E)+∆Gsolv(S)

∆G
gas.bind.// ES(g)
∆G
solv
(ES)

Esolv + Ssolv ∆G
solv.bind.
// ESsolv
(23)
Hess’ law can be applied to provide to calculate ∆G
solv.bind.
:
∆G
solv.bind.
= ∆G
gas.bind.
+ ∆G
solv
(ES)−∆G
solv
(E)−∆G
solv
(S) (24)
where ∆G
gas.bind.
is the gas-phase free energy of association. The gas-phase free en-
ergy of association is calculated using molecular mechanics energy minimization and
normal-mode analysis [12]. The free energies of solvation of ∆G
solv
(ES), ∆G
solv
(E)
and ∆G
solv
(S) can be determined by hypothetically transforming each of these to
nothing in solution (see Eq. 25) [12] .
Sgas
∆G
solv

∆G
mut./gas−phase// 0
∆G=0

Ssolv ∆G
mut./condensedphase
// 0
(25)
The scheme in Eq. 25 enables the solvation free energy ∆Gsolv to be computed as
follows: Eq. 26
∆Gsolv = ∆Gmut./gas−phase −∆Gmut.−condensedphase (26)
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The described method is very useful because the direct simulation of the aqueous
binding process proves to be difficult. Changes in the solvation/desolvation that ac-
company association are slow and complicated to sample. Hydrogen bonding patterns
can be coupled to conformational changes in the protein. The associating substrate
may hinder solvent escape for recessed binding sites [14].
Free energy perturbation method
Free energies of molecular systems are very important in physical chemistry because
they describe the tendencies of these systems to associate and react. For a complex
system the statistical mechanical definition of free energy has to be considered [12].
The discrete partition function can be written as a sum of the Bolzmann weights of
all the energy levels of the system. Free energy can be represented by an analytical
function for a simple system [12]. The partition function is the classical analog of
the quantum mechanical discrete partition function because it is considered as a
continuous function. This is a good approximation for most systems with noncovalent
interactions near room temperature [12]. For N atoms in the system the free energy
requires an integration over all 3N degrees of freedom. By focusing on free energy
differences between related systems A and B described by Hamiltonian HA and HB
differing only slightly, the free energy difference can be represented by Eq. 27 [12]:
GB −GA = ∆G = −RTln〈e−∆H/RT 〉A (27)
where ∆H = HB −HA and 〈〉A are pertaining to an ensemble average over a system
represented by the Hamiltonian HA. This equation is also known as the Zwanzig
equation [8].
If the A and B states differ in a more complex way, e.g., if A and B do not
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overlap in phase space one can introduce a coupling parameter λ [8]. The values of
λ simulate several intermediate states when mutating state A to state B. With this
coupling parameter the phase space of B can be sampled when simulating A even if
the energy difference between the two states |HB −HA| is much larger than kBT [8].
By introducing λ the Hamiltonian Hλ can be represented as in Eq. 28 [12].
H (λ) = λH B + (1− λ)H A (28)
where λ can vary within the range 0 ( H = HA) to 1 (H = HB). Eq. 27 can be
reduced to [12]:
∆G =
1∑
λ=0
−RTln < e−∆H ′/RT >A (29)
∆H ′ can be written as ∆H ′ = H λ+dλ − H λ. By splitting the free energy calculation
in small enough intervals represented by the value of λ, the free energy change can be
calculated precisely for each interval [12]. This approach is used in the Qpackage [7].
The total free energy change is obtained by accumulating all single free energy changes
for various values of λ [8] (Figure 9).
Thermodynamic integration can be applied alternatively to free energy pertur-
bation. The free energy difference between two systems is HB−HA where H = HA
corresponds to λ = 0 and H = HB to λ = 1, respectively [12].
∆G =
∫ λ=1
λ=0
<
δH
δλ
>λ dλ (30)
Considering Eq. 30 one has to determine the ensemble average of the derivative of the
Hamiltonian with respect to λ, < δH /δλ >λ at various values of λ [12]. Numerical
integration methods are applied to determine ∆G by Eq. 30.
The value of ∆G should not be dependent upon the method used [12]. The results
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of the free energy calculations depend on the realism of the Hamiltonia HA and HB.
It is assumed that the kinetic energy term in the Hamiltonian can be ignored. Thus,
H can be set equal to the potential energy function V , since differences in the value of
∆G due to kinetic contributions would be identical when determining ∆GR(gasphase)
and ∆GR(condensedphase) [12].
Determination of the solvation free energy
In biology, chemistry and materials science it is crucial to have good quantitative
models for the interaction of water molecules with different types of solutes to be
able to predict kinetics and equilibria [15]. It is difficult to model solvent molecules
in molecular mechanics simulations because the solvent represents a medium with a
large number of low energy states [16].
There are different ways to describe the solvent. One can distinguish between an
implicit water model (continuum model) and an explicit (molecular model) [16]. The
continuum model (Generalized Born or Poisson-Boltzmann) assigns average proper-
ties of the real solvent (e.g. the dielectric constant ) to the modeled solvent [16].
The main advantage of the Continuum Model is that less CPU time is required [16]
compared to explicit models. However, explicit solvent models treat the solvent in
atomic detail and are able to describe discrete solute-solvent interactions more pre-
cisely. Thus, explicit models need more CPU time to perform the extensive sampling
of solvent configurations [17].
One can define the explicit water model by the number of point charges (oxygen,
hydrogen, and possibly dummy atoms, which are often used to obtain results which
are closer to experimental values). These point charges are applied to design the
water molecule. Potential energy functions can describe water monomers as rigid or
flexible [18].
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TIP3P, a rigid and non-polarizible three-point model is used by the Q-package
[7], [18], [19]. The positive charge is located on the hydrogen atoms and the negative
charge on the oxygen atoms. The position of the oxygen represents the only Lennard-
Jones interaction site in the model [19]. The force field parameters for the TIP3P
model were derived from molecular dynamics simulations that calculated the liquid
density and vaporization enthalpy of water [19].
The free energy change when a particle is transferred from vacuum to the solvent
is referred to the solvation free energy ∆Gsolv [8]. It is composed of three terms:
∆Gsolv = ∆Gelec + ∆Gvdw + ∆Gcav (31)
The electrostatic energy ∆Gelec has to be considered for simulations with polar or
charged solutes. Given a continuum dielectric model the polarisation of the solvent
is represented as a uniform medium of constant dielectric  [8]. The van-der-Waals
interaction between the solvent and the solute comprises an attractive and a repulsive
term. The free energy required to form a cavity of the solute in the solvent is denoted
by ∆Gcav. Due to the reorganization of the solvent molecules around the solute
(entropic contribution) and the work done to remove the solvent molecules to create
the cavity ∆Gcav has a positive sign [8].
The continuum Born model determines the free energy change when transferring
a point like charge from vacuum to a solvent cavity with spherical shape [8]. The
Onsager model also includes dipoles in the spherical cavity [8] (Figure10). The work
done to transfer an ion from vacuum to the solvent can be modelled starting from an
uncharged atom and then increasing its charge in small steps. This is done separately
in vacuum and in a medium of dielectric constant . The energy to charge the ion
in the solvent is −q2/2ia corresponding to Coulomb’s law. The energy difference
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∆Gelec for the charging process in vacuum and solution can be obtained by the Born
expression [8] [6]:
∆GBorn ∼ −q
2
2a
(
1
0
− 1
i
) (32)
where q is the total charge of the sphere, a represents the radius of the sphere, 0
denotes the dielectric constant outside the sphere and i corresponds to the dielectric
constant inside the sphere. For a system with radii ai and charges qi ∆Gelec is com-
prised of the sum of the Coulomb energy and the Born free energy contributions for
N particles [8] [6]. Thus Eq.32 can be generalized to:
∆Gelec ∼ ( 1
0
− 1
i
)
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
qiqj
f(rij, ai, aj)
(33)
where f(rij, ai, aj) is a function that depends on the distances between the particles
rij and and the Born radii ai and aj. When two charges are far apart rij approaches
infinity (rij  ai, aj) and f → 1/rij. For small distances (e.g. a dipole, rij → 0) f → ai
or f → aj. The form of the function f and the method used to calculate the Born radii
ai and aj determine the accuracy of the representation [6] [8].
Experiments showed that the free energy difference when nonpolar solutes are
transfered between water and vacuum depends on the solvent accessible surface area
of the molecule [17] (Figure 11). Thus, for non-polar interactions that have to be con-
sidered for uncharged and non-polar solutes further terms are included in Eq.32 [6] [8].
∆Gvdw + ∆Gcav = γA + b (34)
A denotes the solvent accessible surface area and γ and b are constants which are
based on experimental free energies for the transfer of alkanes from vacuum to wa-
ter [8]. The linear relationship between the interaction energy and the accessible
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surface area (see Eq.34) can be rationalized by the fact that the number of solvent
molecules in the first solvation shell is determined by the accessible surface area of
the solute [8]. Since van der Waals interactions decrease fast with distance from the
solute the corresponding energy is mainly based on the number of molecules in the
first solvation shell [8].
Molecular mechanics models
Non-polarizable MM force fields
Force fields of metal ions can be subdivided into three main categories. Figure 12
gives an overview of three models which are mainly applied in MM simulations with
metal ions [1]: non-bonded single charge model, bonded single charge model, dummy
atom model. The nonbonded model considers only van der Waals and electrostatic
interactions between the central atom and the remaining atoms in the system [1].
The bonded model assumes the existence of covalent bonds, angles and dihedral
angles between the metal ion and its ligands ([1] [30] and references therein). Since
these bonds are represented by quadratic MM potentials (e.g Eir =
∑
bonds
1
2
kb(rij −
reij)
2) they can never break during MD simulations, thus preventing ligand exchange.
However, it is still the most popular model. The distributed charge (DC) model
introduces covalently bound dummy atoms which are positioned around the central
atom [1] but there are no covalent bonds between the central or dummy atoms and
the metal ligands. The charge of the metal is distributed on both the central and
dummy atoms. The central atom and the dummy atoms interact with the ligands
via electrostatic interaction. Van der Waals spheres can be applied to the central
atom and dummy atoms. The dummy atoms are kept away from each other using
stretching and bending harmonic potentials
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A˚qvist derived a consistent set of empirical interaction parameters for the alkali
(Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+) and alkaline-earth metal cations (Mg2+, Ca2+,Sr2+, Ba2+)
with a non-bonded SC model by performing free energy perturbation simulations in
aqueous solution [5]. The parameters which were derived from these calculations could
reproduce the solvation free energies and the radial distribution functions for almost
all ions simultaneously. A˚qvist used the rigid as well as the flexible SPC water model
(simple point charge) for his MD simulations. Additionally, results obtained by using
the TIP3P water model were shown for comparison. A˚qvist found the calculated value
for R∗(Mg2+) to be too small and to agree less with the observed distance between
Mg2+ and O atoms of the first solvation shell. Solvation free energies and Mg2+
- O distances could not be obtained simultanously. Mg2+ is the smallest divalent
ion discussed in A˚qvist ’s paper. Due to its small size and thus strong interaction
there should be an increase of the dipole moment of the water molecules in the first
solvation shell. A rigid unpolarizable water model does not consider polarizations [5].
Consequently, given a simple Lennard-Jones sphere for the central atom with a charge
in the center, the radius of the central ion must be made very small to reproduce the
observed hydration energy [20].
Warshel and A˚qvist implemented a DC model for the Mn2+ metal ion to model
the inhibitory effect of Mn2+ in SNase. This model could fulfill the requirement of
reproducing the radial distribution function as well as the experimentally determined
hydration energy [20]. Their model is composed of six fractional positive charges +δ
on the dummy atoms in octahedral geometry around the central atom. The central
atom obtains a charge of −6δ to reestablish the net charge of Mn2+ [20]. The six pe-
ripheral fractional charges were constrained to a rigid and octahedral geometry. (Aion ,
Bion) = (145.0, 25.0) were used as 6-12 Lennard-Jones interaction parameters (Eq. 3),
the amount of charge shifted to each dummy atom was δ = 0.35. The distance be-
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tween central atom and dummy atoms was rδ = 0.9A˚. Thus, water molecules interact
with one Lennard-Jones center (central atom) and seven electrostatic centers (central
atom and dummy atoms) [20]. An increase of the hydration free energy compared to
the SC model with the same effective van der Waals radius was observed [20].
The dummy atoms were introduced to mimic d-orbital valence electrons around
the metal ion. Ligand field theory describes the shift of the electron density of the
central atom to the d-orbitals along the bisectors between the ligands in octahedral
geometry. Thus, the screening of the nuclear charge decreases in the directions of the
ligands [20].
A 1+6 center DC model was also applied to Zn2+ ((Aion , Bion) = (136.0, 41.0), δ
= 0.5 and rδ = 0.9A˚) to simulate the initial proton transfer step in human carbonic
anhydrase I [21]. It successfully reproduced Gsolv of Zn
2+ and the corresponding radial
distribution function in water.
During the past years polarizable force fields have been developed to describe the
molecular properties more precisely [22]. The polarizable force field AMOEBA was
used by Wu et al. to calculate the solvation free energy, structure, and dynamics
of the zinc divalent cation [22]. AMOEBA considers contributions from permanent
and induced multipoles by replacing the fixed partial charges with quadrupole mo-
ments [41]. Parameters for Zn2+ were determined by ab initio calculations of the
Zn2+-water dimer in gas-phase [22]. The solvation free energy, the first-shell wa-
ter coordination number and the water residence time were similar to experimental
results [22].
Various models have been used to determine the structure and energetic aspects of
metal binding complexes and proteins, for example, the DC model of magnesium was
successfully applied to model the structure and energetics of both Michaelis complexes
and transition state complexes of DNA polymerase β [23]. These complexes were
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Table 2: Force field parameters for MD2+6 dummy atom cluster [23]
Bond kb(kcal/(molA˚
2) re(A˚)
M−Di 640 0.900
Di −Dj 6=i 640 1.273
Angle kθ(kcal/(molrad
2) θe
Di −M−Dk6=i 55 180
Di −M−Dj 6=i 55 90
M−Di −Dj 6=i 55 45
Di −Dj 6=i −Dk 6=i 6=j 55 90
Di −Dj 6=i −Dk 6=j6=i 55 60
Atom Mass Charge AvdW BvdW
M 6.3 -1.0 70.00 41.00
D 3.0 +0.5 0.05 0.00
a) Di, Dj and Dk denote dummy atoms
b) AvdW = [(2R
∗)12]0.5
c) BvdW = [2(2R
∗)6]0.5
AvdW and BvdW are the Lennard-Jones parameters (Eq.3)
represented more accurately with the magnesium-cationic dummy atom model than
using the classical one-atom representation for magnesium ions. A new model was
developed for Mg2+ where the magnesium ion is represented by a central atom M
surrounded by six dummy atoms. The described MD2+6 model could reproduce the
experimentally determined solvation free energies for Mg2+ as well [23]. This high
solvation free energy could be obtained with a charge of +0.5 on the dummy atoms
and a charge of -1.0 on the central atom [23]. Further force field parameters are given
in Table 2.
MM simulations were performed with Zn2+- containing molecular systems.
The DC model was applied to the zinc-containing farnesyltransferase [24]. This
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approach is an effective method for simulating the four-ligand coordination of Zn2+
in proteins because it imposes an orientational requirement for the ligands [24].
Peters et al. [1] developed the Zinc Amber force field (ZAFF) by using a metal
center parameter builder. Their results can be used for MM simulations for zinc
containing proteins.
A transferable non-bonded force field was introduced to model zinc interactions in
metalloproteins [25]. Short-long effective functions (SLEF) have been introduced to
model charge interactions between the zinc ion and all other atoms in a system. Main
advantages of this approach represent the compatibility with a variety of other atomic
pairwise force fields for modeling biomolecules and the nonbonded model. Thus, it
can be applied to different zinc ligands and coordination numbers.
Lin et al. [26] presented bond-stretching and angle-bending parameters which
can be applied to zinc-containing systems. Furthermore, these parameters can be
transfered into the AMBER force field. Common coordination numbers which were
experimentally observed in zinc-containining complexes in metalloproteins could be
reproduced with these force field parameters. Their approach can be applied to vari-
ous zinc-containing systems and also to systems with missing force field parameters.
Vendani et al. [27, 28] investigated the interactions of Zn2+ in metaloenzymes
and parametrized the metal terms in the YETI [29] software. This program contains
an extended potential function for metal centers which considers both nonbonded
and bonded interactions. The nonbonded terms consist of a Lennard-Jones 10-12
potential and an electrostatic term. A distance-dependent atomic charge distribution
is included in the electrostatic term to transfer charge from the ligand to the metal
when the ligand gets closer to the metal atom. The electrostatic attractive interaction
is softened by this term. A distance-dependent dielectric constant is used to mimic the
effect of solvents when longer range electrostatic interactions occur. Thus, ligands can
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move in and out of the coordination sphere of the metal atom but a bond angle term
that sums all independend first-shell angles determines the shape of the molecule.
Another term includes a penalty if the ligand-ion pairs do not point directly at the
metal center. The low transferability to other model systems is a primary problem of
YETI.
Models used in this work for Mg2+ and Zn2+
Significant features of the SC model and the DC metal model for Mg2+ in condensed
phase and within the gas-phase cluster are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14, re-
spectively [30, 20, 23]. The SC model consists only of the central atom Mz+. The
DC model shows a covalent bond between the central atom and each charged ghost
centers G. (A dummy atom with no van der Waals radius, but only a charge is called
a ghost center). The total charge and atomic mass of the ion is distributed on the
central atom M and the surrounding ghost centers.
The Mg2+ cation is represented by a central atom M and six surrounding ghost
centers G. The ghost centers are positioned octahedrally around and covalently con-
nected to the central atom, Figure 13. Ghost centers interact with the water molecules
(condensed phase) or ligands through non-bonded electrostatic interactions only. As-
signing a van-der-Waals radius to the ghost centers would result in van- der-Waals
interaction between ghost centers and nonbonded surrounding atoms (Figure 14).
Among the traditional SC models for Mg2+, R∗ = 1.300 A˚ and  = 0.06 kcal/mol
yielded the best structural results [23]. However there were some significant discrep-
ancies between the crystal structures and the modeled structures of pol β [23].
In the following the qualities and drawbacks of the SC model and the DC model to
calculate solvation free energies and central atom - ligand distances will be discussed.
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Figure 3: a) Potential energy surface with global and local minima b) steepest
descent method
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Figure 5: Flowchart for the leapfrog algorithm
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Figure 6: MM simulation with small and large time step. Two particles are
approaching each other due to a force applied on these particles
(white, gray). a) small time step b) large time step
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Figure 7: Biomolecular timescales and timestep limits
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Figure 10: The Born (point like charge) and the Onsager (dipole) model (mod-
ified [8])
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       a                                                  b                                                    c 
Figure 12: Models for metal ions in MM force fields [1]: Non-bonded sin-
gle charge (SC) (a), Bonded single charge model (b), Distributed
charge (DC) model (c). Central atom, dummy atoms and ligands
are shown in green, pink and purple, respectively. V.d.W. spheres
on each atom are not shown for simplicity. Figures were generated
with VMD [31] and rendered with Povray [32].
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(a) (b)
Figure 13: Non-bonded MM models for an ion (Zn2+ or Mg2+) in aqueous
solution (only the first solvation shell is shown). O, H, and M
atoms are shown in red, yellow and gray or green, respectively.
V.d.W.spheres on each atom are also shown as ”bubbles”. a) SC-
model b) DC-model with five ghost centers. Figures were generated
with VMD [31] and rendered with Povray [32].
(a) (b)
Figure 14: Non-bonded MM models for the ZnF2(H2O)3 gas-phase cluster. O,
H, and M and F atoms are shown in red, yellow, green and gray,
respectively. V.d.W.spheres on each atom are also shown as ”bub-
bles”. a) SC-model b) DC-model with six ghost atoms. Figures
were generated with VMD [31] and rendered with Povray [32].
CHAPTER TWO
SOFTWARE
Simulation methods
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed with the SC metal model, the DC
metal model and TIP3P water model using the program Q from J. A˚qvist, University
of Uppsala [7] (Figure 15). Our MD simulations employed a set of parameters in the
Amber95 force field parameter file format (e.g. force constants, equilibrium bond an-
gles and van der Waals radii) and charges in library files for the central metal complex
and the surrounding ligands (water molecules and fluoride ligands), respectively. The
starting coordinates for the metal complexes for Mg2+, Zn2+ and the TIP3P water
model were given in pdb files (Protein Data Base).
The preparation program Qprep5 [7] collected and processed these data to gener-
ate the topology that can be read by the MD simulation program Qdyn5 [7] .
The subsequent MD simulation to determine ∆Gsolv consisted of an equilibration
phase and a simulation phase in a 24 A˚ solvation sphere of TIP3P water molecules.
The system was heated up from 5 K to 298 K in the equilibration phase. The
FEP (free energy pertubation) calculation (p. 17), i.e., the stepwise transformation
of state i into state j was carried out in the subsequent simulation phase. During the
simulation phase a fep file that lists atoms to be transformed (i.e. uncharged) was
included to mimick the effect of a reverse solvation process. The fep file describes the
beginning (i.e. charged) and final state (i.e. uncharged) of the selected atoms. 51
simulation input files were included. Each input file covered a time interval of 1 fs,
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subdivided into 10 000 steps resulting in a total simulation time of 0.51 ns.
The information on the potential energies (given by the force field) of the con-
formations which were sampled in the simulation phase were summed by applying
the Qfep5 [7] program. The Qfep5 output file listed the free energy associated with
transforming a system from one state i to another state j [33] and the ∆Gsolv values
for all FEP simulation states of the system.
The Q-Package also generates trajectory files by integrating Newton’s equations
of motion. Trajectory files were used for structure determination in solution and
gas-phase while keeping the system charged (Figure 15). This structural data were
analysed with the VMD software, University of Urbana Champaign [31]. VMD was
used to determine the radial distribution functions RDF (M-O) and RDF (M-H)
in condensed phase with the resulting trajectory files of a 1 fs MD simulation and
100.000 steps after an equilibration phase. Distances between atoms in the gas-phase
clusters were determined via MD simulations with the Q-package. We used VMD
to load the trajectory files of the MD simulations and, thus, to determine the mean
values for the distances over a reasonable time frame of the MD simulation.
Developed program code
A Metal Center Parameter Analyzer (MCPA) code was developed with Python [34]
to automate simulations in gas-phase. This code is able to perform MD simulations
for a given list of values for one parameter (e.g. for R∗(M)) and to generate output
files with distances between atoms which are averaged over a reasonable number of
frames. The parameter files and library file contain variables which are replaced by
the current values given in the Python code.
After modification of the parameter and library files the simulation (Qprep5 and
Qdyn5) starts automatically. After the MD simulation the python code calls the
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Figure 15: Simulation procedure with the Q-package [7] and VMD [31]
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Figure 16: Metal Center Parameter Analyzer (MCPA): flow chart of Python
program code
38
program Qcalc5 [7] to compute the distances. Details of the functionality of the
MCPA code are shown in the flowchart in Figure 16.
CHAPTER THREE
RESULTS
Parametrization of DC force fields for Mg2+ and Zn2+ ions
The SC model takes into account van-der-Waals and electrostatic interactions between
the central cation Mz+ and water molecules. It also considers bonding and non-
bonding interactions among atoms in the solvent molecules. The part of the total
potential energy function that depends on metal force field parameters can be written
as (Eq. 2):
Vpot(M
z+) =
∑
i
(E + EvdW) (35)
where i denotes all central atom-solvent atom pairs.
The DC model includes n dummy atoms (D) which are covalently bound to the
central atom M, thus the corresponding potential energy term in the general DC
metal model [23] is described by the following equation:
Vpot(MDn
z+) =
∑
i
(E + EvdW) +
∑
j
Er +
∑
k
Eθ (36)
where i describes all MDn
+-solvent atom pairs and j corresponds to the energy con-
tribution due to bond stretching between central atom and dummy atom (M-D) or
between two dummy atoms (D-D). The sum with index k denotes the number of all
possible angle bending energy terms (Table 2).
To simplify the parametrization of the DC model, we choose to put the van der
Waals sphere only on the central atom (i.e. dummy atoms have their van der Waals
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parameters (Eq. 3) equal to 0 and are, thus, denoted ghost centers G). Furthermore,
we did not consider covalent bonds among these ghost centers. Thus, our implemen-
tation of the DC model can be written as:
Vpot(MGn
z+) =
∑
i
E +
∑
l
EvdW +
∑
j
Er +
∑
k
Eθ (37)
where i denotes all pairwise electrostatic interactions between the MGn
z+ complex and
the solvent molecules L (M-L and G-L) and l implies the van der Waals interactions
between the central atom M and its ligands (M-L). The energy contribution due to
bond stretching between the central atom and the ghost centers (M-G) is represented
by the sum with index j. The index k considers the energy as a consequence of
angle bending terms (G-M-G). Molecular mechanics can be viewed as a classical
parametrization of non-classical (i.e. quantum) effects. That implies the importance
of considering a variety of experimental data against which new parameters that
determine the potential energy of an atom or molecule can be tested.
In this work, various force field parameters to obtain a solvation free energy value
which is close to the experimental value of the solvation free energy, ∆Gsolv(Mg
2+) and
∆Gsolv(Zn
2+) (Table 3) were tested. Quantum-mechanically determined values for the
gas phase clusters containing Mg2+ or Zn2+ atoms and experimental M+ −O distances
in water are also given in Table 3. Metal ion parameters that were optimized included
its van der Waals radius R∗i and the well depth i (Eq. 3), equilibrium bond length
re, bond stretching force constant kb, equilibrium bond angles kφ and angle bending
force constant kθ (Eq. 3). The parameters for the TIP3P water model (Table 6 in the
Appendix) were not changed. Reasonable initial values for atomic size and -values
were derived by comparing these parameters with those that were already present in
the Amber Force Field library for adjacent elements in the periodic table. For each
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Table 3: Data from experiments and from quantum-mechanical calculations
for Mg2+ and Zn2+ that were used as benchmark in our study.
Atom masses
m(Zn2+)[u] 65.409
m(Mg2+)[u] 24.31
Experimental hydration free energies [39]
Mg2+[kcal/mol] -454.2
Zn2+ [kcal/mol] -483.3
Experimental ionic radii [2]
Mg2+[A˚] 0.72
Zn2+ [A˚] 0.75
Experimental internuclear separation M+ −O(water) [2]
r(Mg2+ −O)[A˚] 2-2.2
r(Zn2+ −O)[A˚] 2.12-2.15
Experimental first peak in ion-O RDF
Mg2+[A˚] [43] 2.09
Zn2+ [A˚] [42] 2.07
Data from QM calculations:
Distances within the gas-phase cluster ZnF2(H2O)3 [35]
d(Zn2+ O)[A˚] 2.202
d(Zn2+ F−)[A˚] 1.858
simulation only one parameter value was altered and the impact on the solvation free
energy value ∆Gsolv(Zn
2+) was observed (Figure 17). Additionally, radial distribution
functions (Eq. 16) were obtained by running MD simulations for the SC and the DC
model for different parameter values to be able to determine the radius of the first
solvation shell. The total charge of the metal (i.e. the sum of the central atom and the
ghost charges) was set to +2. Gas-phase simulations using the MM force-field centers
were carried out for the MgF2(H2O)4 and the ZnF2(H2O)3 models to determine the
central atom to ligand distances as a function of the parameter values. This structural
data was compared to results of quantum- mechanical calculations [35].
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Ready to make predictions
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force field
Run computer simulation
result: solvation free energy, 
bond length, 
Is data well reproduced?
Compare with experimental data
Vary one parameter value
Figure 17: Flow chart for the parametrization process
Relationship between ∆Gsolv(Zn
2+), RDF (M-O) and parameter values
The DC metal model shows similar dependence on van der Waals parameters as the
SC model. ∆Gsolv versus R*(M) (Eq. 3) is displayed in Figure 18. The charged
ghost centers are kept within the van der Waals radius RM (Eq. 3), by adjusting the
equilibrium distance between the center and charged ghost centers. By increasing the
value of R*(M) the value of ∆Gsolv gets less negative. The distances between (Zn
2+)
and the first solvation sphere decrease with smaller values of R*(M) (Figure 18).
The magnitude of ∆Gsolv decreases with a higher value of (M) (Eq. 3) for the SC-
and the DC-model (Figure 19). A higher value of (M) also increases the distance
between the first solvation shell and the central atom for both models (Figure 19).
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Figure 18: Calculated solvation free energies and radial distribution functions
RDF (M-O) for Zn2+ in aqueous solution: ∆Gsolv vs. R*(M) [A˚].
The SC model is compared to the DC model with a charge dis-
tribution of q(M) = +0.20 and q(G) = +0.36. Further parameter
values and experimental data are shown in Table 9, Table 6 in the
Appendix and Table 3.
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Figure 19: Calculated solvation free energies and radial distribution func-
tions RDF (M-O) for Zn2+ in aqueous solution: ∆Gsolv vs.
(M)[kcal/mol]. The SC model is compared to the DC model with
a charge distribution of q(M) = +0.20 and q(G) = +0.36. Further
parameter values and experimental data are shown in Table 9, Ta-
ble 6 in the Appendix and Table 3.
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Figure 20 shows the dependence of the value of ∆Gsolv on re(M−G) (Eq. 3)
for different charge distributions. It is also an overview of the corresponding radial
distribution functions g(M O) and g(M H). The magnitude of ∆Gsolv increases with
a higher value of equilibrium bond length between central atom and ghost atom
re(M−G) (Figure 20). However, if the charged ghost centers are no longer within
the van der Waals radius of the central atom R∗(M) the MD simulation fails due to
strong electrostatic attraction between the oxygen atoms of the water molecules and
the ghost atoms. Similarly, if ghost centers are negatively charged there is a strong
electrostatic interaction between hydrogen atoms of water molecules and their ghost
centers.
The corresponding radial distribution function RDF (M-O) reveals that the av-
erage values for the distances between oxygen atoms of water molecules and central
atoms tend to decrease as the absolute value of ∆Gsolv increases. The oxygen atom
of the water molecule is closer to the central atom compared to the hydrogen atom
for all applied charge distributions and re(M−G). This can be shown by the radial
distributions RDF (M-H) which are shifted to higher distances versus RDF (M-O)
radial distributions.
The value of ∆Gsolv and the radial distribution function RDF (M-O) is not affected
by the value of the force constant kb (Eq. 2) which is applied to the bond between
the central atom and the ghost atom for all different charge distributions for the
DC-model (Figure 36 in the Appendix). However, a small force constant kb between
the central atom and the ghost centers tends to result in unstable MD trajectories.
Using the standard parameter values shake failures occurred with a force constant
kb(M−G)[kcalA˚−2] of 400 and the following charge distributions: q(M) = -1.00 q(G)
=+0.60 and q(M) = +0.20 q(G) = +0.36.
Also, the angle bending force constant kθ (Eq. 2) does not have an impact on
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Figure 20: Calculated solvation free energies and radial distribution functions
RDF (M-O) for Zn2+ in aqueous solution: ∆Gsolv vs. re(M−G)[A˚].
The SC model is compared to the DC model with a charge distri-
bution of q(M) = +0.20 and q(G) = +0.36. Further parameter
values and experimental data are shown in Table 9, Table 6 in the
Appendix and Table 3.
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the value of ∆Gsolv and the radial distribution function g(M-O) (Figure 37 in the
Appendix).
Different charge distributions yield different values of ∆Gsolv (Figure 21). The
DC model increases the value of ∆Gsolv (Figure 21) compared to the SC model.
A charge distribution of M = -1.00 G = 0.60 generates the most negative values
for ∆Gsolv. However, Figure 21 shows that the average distance between Zn
2+ and
the first solvation shell is the smallest for this charge distribution. Overall, a more
negative value of ∆Gsolv goes along with a shorter distance between central atom and
oxygen atoms. Only the charge distributions of q(M) = +0.20 q(G) = +0.36 and
q(M) = +5.00 q(G) = -0.60 show a slight discontinuity which can by neclected.
Furthermore, the van der Waals parameter (O) (Eq. 3) was changed for the
TIP3P water molecules to invesitgate the impact on the value for ∆Gsolv. Higher
(O) values decrease the magnitude of ∆Gsolv (Figure 38 in the Appendix).
Comparison of SC/TIP3P, DC/TIP3P and continuum dielectric models
Since the calculations of ∆Gsolv using the MD FEP method are consuming a lot of
CPU time we investigated the performance of a more simple model. Namely, ∆Gsolv
can be determined using an empirical Born model that approximates water as a
dielectric continuum (Eq. 32). Since water has a high relative permittivity (r = 80)
(Eq. 32) can be modified to:
∆GBorn = −166 kcal
mol
q2ion
aB/A˚
(38)
where ∆GBorn is given in kcal/mol and aB is an empirical parameter given in A˚ that
characterizes the Born radius of the metal ion. We applied the structural information
from our MD simulation to determine the parameter aB and the resulting ∆GBorn.
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Figure 21: Calculated solvation free energies and radial distribution functions
RDF (M-O) for Zn2+ in aqueous solution: ∆Gsolv vs. different
charge distributions. The SC model is compared to the DC model
with a charge distribution of q(M) = +0.20 and q(G) = +0.36.
Further parameter values and experimental data are shown in Ta-
ble 9, Table 6 in the Appendix and Table 3.
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Figure 22: Structural model to estimate the M+ Born radius aB from peaks in
M-O and O-O RDF functions g(M-O) and g(O-O). Only few atoms
are displayed for simplification.
The empirical parameter aB(RDF) was obtained from the first peak of the radial
distribution function g(M O).
The trajectory files for the metal-oxygen radial distribution functions were deter-
mined by a molecular mechanics simulation at 298K and with 100000 steps to cover
the phase space. aB(RDF) of M was approximated in two different ways:
aB(RDF) =
1
2
r[M−Ofirstpeak(RDF)] (39)
or
aB(RDF) = r[M−Ofirstpeak(RDF)]− 1
2
r[O−Ofirstpeak(RDF)] (40)
The second possibility to estimate the Born radius aB(RDF) is illustrated in Fig-
ure 22. The ∆GBorn values obtained by metal-oxygen radial distribution functions
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were compared to the values from FEP calculations computed with the explicit SC-
and DC- models (Figure 23). The continuum model overestimates the magnitude of
∆Gsolv for aB calculated using Eq. 39 (Figure 23). However, Eq. 40 also overestimates
the magnitude of ∆Gsolv (Figure 24).
Alternatively, these results could be interpreted stating that FEP calculations
underestimate ∆Gsolv (compared to experiment) for realistic metal-O distances, re-
gardless of whether the SC or the DC model is used. The reason is that the model does
not allow water molecules to polarize their atomic charges near the positively charged
metal. Since the use of polarizable water and protein MM force fields is computa-
tionally very demanding the development of a MM model of the metal that performs
well with the standard non-polarizable protein and water force fields is needed.
The DC model underestimates ∆Gsolv for realistic metal-O distances to a less
extent than the SC model. Thus, the initial DC model improves the result of ∆Gsolv
compared to the SC model when the same van-der-Waals parameters are used for the
central atom. The CPU time increase due to the ghost atoms in the DC model is
negligible.
Using Eq. 38, ∆Gsolv values from the explicit SC- and DC-models obtained by
FEP simulations could also be used to compute Born radii for the central ion. These
Born radii are contrasted with r[M−Ofirstpeak(RDF)] values in terms of a structural
factor fstructure. This factor was defined for the SC model as:
fstructure = aB(FEP)/r[M−Ofirstpeak(RDF/SC−model)] (41)
A fitted Born radius aB(RDF) for the central ion was derived by the following formula:
aB fitted(RDF) = fstructure ∗ r[M−Ofirstpeak(RDF/DC−model)] (42)
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Figure 23: ∆Gsolv(RDF) versus ∆Gsolv(FEP) for the SC- and DC- model for
Zn2+ (red) and for Mg2+ (black). The Born radius of M+ was
obtained via aB(RDF) = 1/2r[M
+ −Ofirstpeak(RDF)]. For Zn2+ the
experimental value for ∆Gsolv is -483.3 kcal/mol. For Mg
2+ ∆Gsolv
is -455.5 kcal/mol, respectively. Further parameter values are listed
in Table 9 for the DC model with five ghost atoms, Table 6, Table 3
and Table 7.
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Figure 24: ∆Gsolv(RDF) versus ∆Gsolv(FEP) for the SC- and DC- model
for Zn2+ (red) and for Mg2+ (black). The Born radius of
M+ was obtained via aB(RDF) = r[M−Ofirstpeak(RDF)] −
1
2
r[O−Ofirstpeak(RDF)]. For Zn2+ the experimental value for
∆Gsolv is -483.3 kcal/mol. For Mg
2+ ∆Gsolv is -455.5 kcal/mol,
respectively. Further parameter values are listed in Table 9 for the
DC model with five ghost atoms, Table 6, Table 3 and Table 7.
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Figure 25: aBfitted(RDF) versus aB(FEP) for the SC- and DC- model for Zn
2+
(red) and for Mg2+ (black). For Zn2+ the experimental value for
the Born radius aB(Exp) which is derived from the Born formula in
Eq. 38 and ∆Gsolv= -483.3 kcal/mol is 1.37 A˚. For Mg
2+ aB(exp.)
is 1.46 A˚ and ∆Gsolv= -455.5 kcal/mol, respectively. Further pa-
rameter values are listed in Table 9 for the DC model with five
ghost atoms, Table 6, Table 3 and Table 7.
Fig 25 displays aBfitted(RDF) versus aB(FEP) for the SC- and DC- model for Zn
2+.
The computed structural factor fstructure is equal to 0.78. It is obvious that there are no
structural effects that have to be taken into account. aBfitted(RDF) and aB(FEP) were
also compared for the SC- and one DC- model of Mg2+. The computed structural
factor fstructure is equal to 0.75. There are no other structural factors which have to
be considered.
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ZnF2(H2O3) cluster in gas phase
The zinc gas-phase cluster is composed of a central zinc cation and two fluoride anions
(F1 and F2) on opposite sides. Three water molecules whose oxygen atoms are labeled
O1, O2 and O3 are positioned at the vertices of a triangle (Figure 14). The cluster
has a total charge of zero. Results from QM simulations show M-O and M-F distances
of 2.202A˚ and 1.858A˚ , respectively [35] (Table 3). We investigated the relationship
between central atom-ligand distances and force field parameters for our gas-phase
cluster models with the Metal Center Parameter Analyzer (MCPA) program and the
Q-package [7] (Figures 31, 32, 33 in the Appendix). Further explanation for the
MCPA program is given in the subsection ”Developed program code” on page 35.
The SC model and all tested DC models show increased distances between the
central atom M and the ligands (H2O-molecules and F
− ligands) for higher values
of the van der Waals radii R*(M) and (M) (Figures 26, 27). In the DC model the
charge of the central zinc cation is distributed among M and five ghost centers G.
The parameters related to the structure of ghost centers affect the cluster geometry as
follows: High values for the equilibrium distance re(M−G) between the central atom
M and the charged ghost centers cause abnormal termination of the MD simulation
for the DC models with q(M) = -1.00 and q(M) = 0.20 (Figure 26). The variation of
kb(M−G) and kθ(G−M−G) parameters (Figure 39, Appendix) has no significant
impact on the distances between the central atom M and the ligands for all charge
distributions which were tested with the DC model. Similar results can be obtained
for the DC models with charges of q(M) = +3.20 and q(M) = +5.00 on the central
atoms, respectively (Figure 27). Large values for R*(M) and (M) imply increased
distances between M and all ligands . Abnormal termination of the MD simulation
can also be observed for the DC model with q(M) = +5.00 for large re(M−G) values
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(Figure 27). Water ligands flip to point with the positively charged H-atoms towards
the center. However, the DC model with the charge distribution of q(M) = 3.20 q(G)
= -0.24 does not display this effect for the scanned values of re(M−G). This can be
explained by the electrostatic repulsion between the negatively charged ghost centers
and the oxygen atoms and fluoride ligands, respectively. The variation of kb(M−G)
and kθ(G−M−G) values had again no impact on the distances for DC models with
q(M) = +3.20 and q(M) = +5.00 (Figure 40 in the Appendix).
Instead of manually applying a few preselected numbers to force field parameters
we introduced a random number generator in our MCPA code to evaluate random
values for the force field parameters. The code generates the random numbers for
the force field parameters and places them into the QAmber95 parameter file. A new
topology file is generated for the next MM simulation. Distances between the central
atom M and the ligands (fluoride ligands and water molecules) are determined by the
Qcalc5 program of the Q-package [7] and are averaged over 200 frames that span a
2 ps MD trajectory at 5 K. The MCPA code was applied to the SC model and two
selected DC models (Table 4). 30,000 separate MD simulations were accomplished
by this code for each model. Thus, the random number generator produced 30 000 x
6 random numbers for six variable force field parameters. Matches were determined
by a code that filtered the obtained averaged distances that fitted best to the values
obtained by QM calculations (Table 3). A match was found if the calculated averaged
distance values were within the preselected range of distance values for all five ligands.
For these matches the standard deviation σ pertaining to the averaged distance values
was determined. σ values were low for all matches (Table 4). The geometry of all
resulting structures with the input parameter values given in Table 4 were viewed in
VMD [31].
By increasing the filter range (Table 4) for the M-O distances matches were also
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found for the SC model. All acceptable SC and DC structures show a trigonal bipyra-
midal geometry. Three water molecules are positioned in a plane and their oxygen
atoms describe the vertices of a triangle. We also determined the F-M-F angle which
was close to 180◦ for all acceptable structures.
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Figure 26: Average distances rm between M and the ligands for ZnF2(H2O)3 in
gas-phase vs. force field parameters. Results for the MD simulation
at 5 K are shown for the SC- and two DC models: q(M) = -1.00
(left), q(M) = 0.20 (right). The rm values for O1, O2 and O3 are
shown in the plots on the left side, those for F1 and F2 are shown on
the right side. The ranges for the M-O and M-F distances obtained
by QM simulations [35] are shown in blue and green, respectively.
The standard deviations for rm values smaller than 3A˚ are in the
range of 0.02A˚ and 0.08A˚. Table 6 and Table 9 in the Appendix
include further parameter values.
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Figure 27: Average distances rm between M and the ligands for the
ZnF2(H2O)3 in gas-phase vs. force field parameters. Results for
the MD simulation at 5 K are shown for the SC- and two DC mod-
els: q(M) = 3.20 (left), q(M) = 5.00 (right). The rm values for O1,
O2 and O3 are shown in the plots on the left side, those for F1 and
F2 are shown on the right side. The ranges for the M-O and M-F
distances obtained by QM simulations [35] are shown in blue and
green, respectively. The standard deviations for rm values smaller
than 3A˚ are in the range of 0.02A˚ and 0.08A˚. Table 6 and Table 9
in the Appendix include further parameter values.
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Table 4: Best results from the survey of 30 000 DC parameter sets with charges
fixed at q(M) = -1.0 and q(M) = 5.0 for the ZnF2(H2O)3 complex
in gas-phase. The values for the parameters were generated by a
random number generator. The parameter values R* (M) [A˚], 
(M)[kcal/mol], re [A˚], kb [kcalA˚
−2] and kθ [kcalrad−2mol−1] for the
seven matches (m1–m7) that were found are listed in the table. All
averaged distances (r(M-O1), r(M-O2), r(M-O3), r(M-F1), r(M-F2))
are given in A˚ and σ denotes the standard deviation of the distances
in A˚ . The range for the M-O and M-F distance values which were
accepted as a match, as well as the quantum mechanically determined
distances [35] are also shown.
q(M) R* (M)  (M) re kb kθ θ
m1 -1 1.0157 0.919 0.4194 1328 9751 102◦
m2 -1 1.0935 0.780 0.5239 3391 9904 217◦
m3 -1 1.1164 0.803 0.6673 5156 9534 229◦
m4 -1 1.0693 1.080 0.5504 3259 4489 259◦
m5 -1 1.0576 0.658 0.4789 9371 8322 152◦
m6 5 0.9799 1.394 0.5609 213 3925 171◦
m7 2 1.0548 0.655 0.4778 82 4708 65◦
q(M) r(M-O1) r(M-O2) r(M-O3) r(M-F1) r(M-F2) σ
QM 2.202 2.202 2.202 1.858 1.858
range 2.19-2.21 2.19-2.21 2.19-2.21 1.8-1.9 1.8-1.9
m1 -1 2.19 2.20 2.19 1.89 1.89 0.02-0.07
m2 -1 2.19 2.20 2.20 1.88 1.88 0.03
m3 -1 2.19 2.20 2.19 1.89 1.89 0.03
m4 -1 2.20 2.20 2.20 1.89 1.89 0.02-0.03
m5 -1 2.19 2.20 2.20 1.89 1.89 0.02-0.11
m6 5 2.20 2.20 2.20 1.88 1.86 0.02-0.11
range 2.19-2.25 2.19-2.25 2.19-2.25 1.8-1.9 1.8-1.9
m7 2 2.22 2.21 2.21 1.89 1.89 0.02-0.11
CHAPTER FOUR
DISCUSSION
The results of the simulations in condensed phase show that the use of the positively
charged ghost atoms in the DC model results in more negative ∆Gsolv values while
decreasing the distances between the central atom and the first solvation shell with
respect to the SC model. Thus, the deficiency of the SC model in which it takes wrong
M − OH2 distances to have correct ∆Gsolv, and vice-versa, cannot be significantly
approved using the DC model. To gain a better understanding of these effects we
analyzed the electrostatic interaction energies EM−Sele between the metal center complex
and the water molecules.
EM−Sele = 332
kcal
mol
[∑
i
( qM ∗ qO
rM−O/A˚
)
+
∑
j
( qM ∗ qH
rM−H/A˚
)
+
∑
k
( qG ∗ qO
rG−O/A˚
)
+
∑
l
( qG ∗ qH
rG−H/A˚
)]
(43)
As noted by A˚qvist, ∆Gsolv of metal ions can be reasonably approximated by scaling
EM−Sele by a factor of 0.5 [5]. These electrostatic interaction energies show the same
tendency as ∆Gsolv values generated by the Q-package for the SC model and all
different charge distributions of the DC model (Figure 28).
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Figure 28: Comparison of calculated electrostatic interaction energies 0.5EM−Sele
with calculated solvation free energies, ∆Gsolv for Zn
2+ in solution.
The solute is composed of the central atom only (SC model) or
the central atom M and five charged ghost centers G (DC model),
respectively. The van-der-Waals radius of the central atom is set
to R*(M) = 1.00 A˚.
Thus, electrostatic interactions are mainly responsible for the described results.
Since they are the strongest interactions occurring in this system van der Waals
energies can be neglected.
Based upon Eq. 43 we developed an Electrostatic Energy Calculator code for
VMD [31]. The EEC code monitors the geometry of individual MD snapshots, evalu-
ates Eele for only those water molecules which are within a pre-selected radius for the
water shell around the metal ion, and averages these energies over all MD snapshots.
The SC model and all DC models show that the magnitude of 0.5 EM−Sele converges
quite slowly with the water shell radius (Figure 29).
The DC model with the charge distribution of q(M)= -1.00 and q(G)=+0.60 shows
a more negative value for the electrostatic interaction energy than the SC model or the
other DC model (q(M)= +5.00 and q(G)=-0.60). This difference originates entirely
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Figure 29: 0.5 EM−Sele interaction energies as a function of the water shell radius
(SC model and two DC models)
from water molecules in the first and second solvation shells (Table 5).
A closer look at the positions of water molecules during a MD simulation at 298
K reveals that negatively charged oxygen atoms of water molecules tend to approach
positively charged ghost centers along the M-G line (Figure 30). In contrast, neg-
atively charged ghost centers favor water molecules that are positioned in between
these centers.
Nonphysical behavior was observed for some limiting values of metal parameters.
The use of large negative charges of the ghost centers result in the reorientation of
the water molecules in the first solvation shell, which is usually followed by abnormal
termination of the MD simulation. Similarly, simulations become unstable for small
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Table 5: Comparison of metal - water interaction energy per water molecule
for the SC and DC models.
0.5 EM−Sele (kcal/mol)
ri[A˚]
a ro[A˚]
b N c q(M) = −1.00 d q(M) = +2.00 e q(M) = +5.00 d
0 5 4.180 -68.839 -61.715 -65.399
5 7 7.290 -4.168 -3.844 -3.976
7 9 12.909 -1.422 -1.465 -1.447
9 11 20.133 -0.624 -0.624 -0.611
11 13 28.962 -0.296 -0.298 -0.301
13 15 39.397 -0.166 -0.163 -0.165
15 17 51.437 -0.097 -0.093 -0.097
17 19 65.082 -0.059 -0.063 -0.064
19 21 80.333 -0.028 -0.027 -0.027
aouter shell radius
binner shell radius
cnumber of water molecules per shell
dDC-model
eSC-model
metal radii (i.e., small R*(M)). Due to combination of these effects, |∆Gsolv| cannot
be increased from its value reported in Figure 28 by increasing q(M) or decreasing
R*(M).
The larger calculated |∆Gsolv| for the q(M) = -1.00 model compared to the
q(M)=+5.00 model and the q(M) = +2.00 models, each employing identical vdW
parameters, is associated with shorter Zn-O distances as measured by the position of
the first peak of their RDF functions (Figure 20). These distances amount to 2.02
and 2.10 A˚ for q(M) = -1.00 and q(M) = +2.00 models that yield ∆Gsolv of -435
and -403 kcal/mol, respectively. An increase of R*(Zn) parameter in the q(M) =
-1.00 model from 1.0A˚ to 1.08A˚ results in Zn-O distance of 2.10A˚ and ∆Gsolv = -414
kcal/mol. Thus, the DC model with q(M) = -1.00 allows to improve the magnitude
of ∆Gsolv of the Zn
2+ ion by 11 kcal/mol compared to the SC model, while having
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Figure 30: Typical solute-solvent configuration for positively and negatively
charged ghost centers. a) Negatively charged ghost centers G b)
Positively charged ghost centers G. Charge distributions for the DC
model for Zn2+ with five ghost centers are given. The structures
presented in this model were observed for 2000 frames in a 100 ps
MD simulation. The water model is TIP3P (Table 6, Appendix).
the same Zn-O distances for water molecules in the first solvation shell. Although,
this improvement is modest compared with extra ∼ 80 kcal/mol needed to reach full
agreement with the experiment (Table 3) it is sufficient to justify the use of this DC
model in some biochemical applications. Further justification is provided by the bet-
ter performance of this DC model than the SC or other DC models for the geometry
of the ZnF2(H2O)3 cluster in gas-phase (Table 4).
To improve the parametrization results of Zn2+transition metal ions future re-
search should focuss on the following topics:
• changing the number of charged ghost centers
• consistent description of various 2+ metals
• Using the LIE (Linear interaction energy) method instead of FEP approach to
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save computer time
• examination of times for ligand exchange in the first solvation shell
• test the impact of the TIP5P water model
Because this work was initially conceived more broadly, we already partly addressed
some of these topics. For example, we already developed a program code (Figure 35
in the Appendix) that modifies any pdb file of TIP3P water molecules to TIP5P
(Table 6 in the Appendix) water molecules. Currently, the program code of the Q-
package [7] only accepts the TIP3P water model. However, a more detailed analysis
of these topics exceeds the scope of a master thesis.
CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS
In this study we constructed several distributed charge (DC) MM models for Zn2+
and Mg2+ ions and examined the performance of these models for aqueous solutions
of these ions and the ZnF2(H2O)3 cluster in gas-phase. Experimental solvation free
energies were used to calibrate parameters of these models for MD simulations with
a popular TIP3P water model. We developed a DC model as an alternative to
the standard single charge (SC) model to perform more realistic MD simulations of
biochemical systems. The DC model with the negative charge of the central atom
(q(M) = -1.00) improved the solvation free energies compared to the SC model.
We also calculated radial distribution functions and metal-oxygen distances and
compared these results to experimental distances. These calculations showed that sol-
vation free energies and metal-oxygen radial distribution functions in aqueous solution
do not simultanously coincide with the experimentally observed data. In particular,
all SC- and DC models examined in this study underestimate the solvation free energy
for realistic Zn-O distances.
Finally, we developed a Metal Center Parameter Analyzer code with python to
run gas-phase simulations for the ZnF2(H2O)3 complex for a set of many randomly
selected force field parameter values of the DC model. The equlibrium bond force
constant kb (M-G) and the angle bending force constant kθ(G-M-G) had no impact
on the calculated Zn-O and Zn-F distances. We found several combinations of other
parameters of the DC model that reproduced Zn-O and Zn-F averaged distances
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obtained from QM simulations. In order to determine averaged distances for the
SC model the acceptable range of Zn-O and Zn-F distances had to be increased,
indicating more superior performance of the DC model than the SC model.
APPENDIX A
FORCE FIELD PARAMETERS
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Table 6: Parameters for the TIP3P and TIP5P water models [36]. In the
graphic at the bottom, O, H and dummy atoms (X) are shown in red,
white and green, respectively. V.d.W. spheres on atoms are shown as
”bubbles”. a) TIP3P model b) TIP5P model. Figures were generated
with VMD [31] and rendered with Povray [32].
TIP3P TIP5P
Atomic charges
q(O) [e] -0.8340 0.0
q(H1) [e] +0.4170 +0.2410
q(H2) [e] +0.4170 +0.2410
q(X1) [e] - -0.2410
q(X2) [e] - -0.2410
Van-der-Waals-parameters
R*(O)[A˚] 1.7683 1.7510
(O) [kcal/mol] 0.1520 0.1600
R*(H)[A˚] 0.0 0.0
(H) [kcal/mol] 0.0 0.0
R*(X)[A˚] - 1.0
(X) [kcal/mol] - 0.0
Bonds and angles
re(O-H) [A˚] 0.957 0.957
kb(O-H) [kcalA˚
−2] 1106 1106
θ0(H-O-H) 104.520 104.520
kθ(H-O-H)[kcalrad
−2mol−1] 200 200
re(O-X) [A˚] 0.70
kb(O-X) [kcalA˚
−2] 1106
θ0(X-O-X) 109.470
◦
kθ(X-O-X)[kcalrad
−2mol−1] 200
TIP3P and TIP5P model
a) b)
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Table 7: Default input parameters for the SC-model and the DC-model for
Mg2+
parameter values and units for the SC-model
SC-model
masses and charges
m(M)[u] 24.31
q(M)[e] +2.00
Non-bonded interaction parameters
R*(M) [A˚] 0.900
(M)[kcal/mol] 0.06
Parameter values and units for the DC-model
number of ghost atoms 6 G
masses and charges
m(M)[u] 9.31
m(g.a.)[u] 2.50
q(M)[e] -1.00
q(M)[e] +0.50
Bonded interaction parameters
re(M-G) [A˚] 0.86
kb(M-G) [kcalA˚
−2] 500
θ0(G-M-G)/kθ[kcalrad
−2mol−1] 180◦/0.0
θ0(G-M-G)/kθ[kcalrad
−2mol−1] 90◦/200.0
θ0(G-M-G)/kθ[kcalrad
−2mol−1] 90◦/200.0
θ0(G-M-G)/kθ[kcalrad
−2mol−1] 180◦/0.0
θ0(G-M-G)/kθ[kcalrad
−2mol−1] 90◦/200.0
θ0(G-M-G)/kθ[kcalrad
−2mol−1] 180◦/0.0
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Table 8: Additional parameter values for the gas-phase cluster Mg(H2O)4F2
with six ghost atoms
Default values and units
mass (F−)[u] 19.00
q(F−)[u] -1.00
R*1(F−) [A˚] 1.66
(F−)[kcal/mol] 0.15
MD simluation input files for Qdyn5
steps(10 tae.inp) 10000
stepsize(10 tae.inp) 0.01
T[K] 5 to 298
Atom restraints (initial coordinates x,y,z
and force constants f(x) f(y) f(z) for the axes)
atom x y z f(x) f(y) f(z)
O 0.000 2.244 0.000 10000. 0. 10000.
O 0.000 0.000 2.244 10000. 10000. 0.
O 0.000 -2.294 0.000 10000. 0. 10000.
O 0.000 0.000 -2.294 10000. 10000. 0.
F 1.875 0.000 0.000 0. 10000. 10000.
F -1.875 0.000 0.000 0. 10000. 10000.
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Table 9: Default input parameters for the SC- and DC-models for Zn2+
Default values and units for the non-bonded interactions for all models
R*(M) [A˚] 1.00
(M)[kcal/mol] 0.80
Default values and units for the SC-model
m(M)[u] 65.409
Additional default values and units for the DC-model
5 G
m(M)[u] 10.901
m(G)[u] 10.901
re(M-G) [A˚] 0.86
kb(M-G) [kcalA˚
−2] 3000
θ0(G.-M-G) 135
◦
kθ(G-M-G)[kcalrad
−2mol−1 600
Additional parameter values for the gas-phase cluster
mass (F−)[u] 19.00
q(F−)[u] -1.00
R*(F−) [A˚] 1.66
(F−)[kcal/mol] 0.15
Qdyn5 input-files
steps(10 tae.inp) 10000
stepsize(10 tae.inp) 0.01
T[K] 5
Atom restraints (initial coordinates x,y,z)
and force constants f(x) f(y) f(z) for the axes)
atom x y z f(x) f(y) f(z)
O 1.108 1.907 0.000 0. 0. 10000.
O 1.108 -1.907 0.000 0. 0. 10000.
O -2.195 0.000 0.000 0. 10000. 10000.
F 0.000 0.000 -1.860 10000. 10000. 0.
F 0.000 0.000 1.860 10000. 10000. 0.
APPENDIX B
DEVELOPED PROGRAM CODE
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Metal Center Parameter Analyzer
#!/usr/bin/python
import os
import sys
import random
import numpy as np
from numpy import *
#############################
def main(charge_ca,charge_ga,numberdirectory, RZc,epsilonZc,epsilon_two_three, equilibriumbondlength,\
    angle_constant, stretchingconstant,equiangle):
#C  ADJUST PARAMETER FILE
    infile = file ("Qamber95.prm",’r’)
    contents = infile.read() % (RZc, epsilonZc,RZc, epsilon_two_three,stretchingconstant, 
                                equilibriumbondlength, angle_constant,equiangle)
    infile.close()
    outfile = open("modified_Qamber95.prm", ’w’)
    outfile.write(contents)
    outfile.close()
#D  ADJUST LIBRARY FILE
    chargesinfile = file ("gasphase.lib",’r’)
    charges_contents = chargesinfile.read() % (charge_ca,charge_ga,charge_ga,charge_ga,
                                               charge_ga,charge_ga)
    chargeoutfile = open("modified_gasphase.lib",’w’)
    chargeoutfile.write(charges_contents)
    chargeoutfile.close()
#E  CHOOSE DIRECTORY FOR THE TOPOLOGY FILE AND THE PDB FILE
    Qprep5_infile = file ("Qprep5_5e_gasphase.script",’r’)
    Qprep5_contents = Qprep5_infile.read() %(numberdirectory, numberdirectory)
    Qprep5_infile.close()
    Qprep5_outfile = open("modified_Qprep5_5e_gasphase.script", ’w’)
    Qprep5_outfile.write(Qprep5_contents)
    Qprep5_outfile.close()
#F  START QPREP5    
    command1 = "Qprep5 <modified_Qprep5_5e_gasphase.script > Qprep5.log"
    os.system(command1)
######################################################################################################
par1 = 0
par2 = 0
par3 = 0
par4 = 0
par5 = 0
par6 = 0
out_result = open ("input_100_ZcF2H2O3/result.dat",’a’)
out_result.write("{0}  {1}{2}{3}{4}{5}\n".format(str("R_ca").ljust(5),("R_ca_dO1").ljust(15), \
                ("R_ca_dO2").ljust(15),("R_ca_dO3").ljust(15),("R_ca_dF1").ljust(15),("R_ca_dF2").ljust(15)))
#A  SELECT VALUES FOR R of M
for i in [0.80,0.90,1.00,1.10,1.20,1.30]:     
    par1 = i       #R of M
    par2 = 0.80    #epsilon of M 
    par3 = 0.86    #equilibrium distance M−G 
    par4 = 600     #equilibrium angle force constant G−M−G 
    par5 = 3000    #bond stretching force constant M−G
    par6 = 135     #equilibrium angle G−M−G
#B  CALL FUNCTION
    main ("5.00","−0.60","input_100_ZcF2H2O3","{0}".format(par1),"{0}".format(par2),"0.40","{0}".format(par3), \
          "{0}".format(par4),"{0}".format(par5),"{0}".format(par6))
#G  START Qdyn5
    numbers = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10]
    for i in numbers:
        command2 ="Qdyn5 input_100_ZcF2H2O3/ta_e{0}.inp > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/ta_e{0}.log".format(i,i)   
        os.system(command2)
#H  START Qcalc5
    command12 = "Qcalc5 < Qcalc5_dist_input_100_ZcF2H2O3_scan.script > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/Qcalc5_dist.log" 
    os.system(command12)
#   USE CUT AND SED COMMANDS TO GET DATAFILES WITH COLUMNS
    command13 = "grep −a −A 1500 ta_e1.dcd  input_100_ZcF2H2O3/Qcalc5_dist.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep1_dist.log" 
    os.system(command13)
    command14 = "cut −c 22−200 input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep1_dist.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist.log"
    os.system(command14)
#   GET VALUES FOR MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION
    command15 = "cut −c 5−15 input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist_RMS.log" 
    os.system(command15)
#   GET VALUES FOR DISTANCES BETWEEN M AND O                                                                  
                               
    command16 = "cut −c 16−26 input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist_ca_ga.log" 
    os.system(command16)
    command17 = "cut −c 35−45 input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist_ca_O1.log" 
    os.system(command17)
    command22 = "cut −c 46−56 input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist_ca_O2.log" 
    os.system(command22)                                                                                     
    command23 = "cut −c 57−67 input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist_ca_O3.log" 
    os.system(command23)                                                                                     
#   GET VALUES FOR DISTANCES BETWEEN M AND F
    command28 = "cut −c 68−78 input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist_ca_F1.log"   
    os.system(command28)                                                                                      
    command18 = "cut −c 79−89 input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist_ca_F2.log" 
    os.system(command18)
#   CONSIDER FRAMES 800 TO 1000
Figure 31: Metal Center Parameter Analyzer: program code for five ghost
centers G
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    command19 = "sed −n 800,1000p input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist_ca_ga.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_ga.log" 
    os.system(command19)
    command20 = "sed −n 800,1000p input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist_ca_O1.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_O1.log" 
    os.system(command20)
    command25 = "sed −n 800,1000p input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist_ca_O2.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_O2.log" 
    os.system(command25)
    command26 = "sed −n 800,1000p input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist_ca_O3.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_O3.log"   
    os.system(command26)                                                                                      
          
    command21 = "sed −n 800,1000p input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist_ca_F1.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_F1.log" 
    os.system(command21)                                                                                      
       
    command29 = "sed −n 800,1000p input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep2_dist_ca_F2.log > input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_F2.log" 
    os.system(command29)
#I  DISCARD SIMULATIONS WITH ABNORMAL TERMINATION OF THE MD SIMULATION 
    outfile = open(’input_100_ZcF2H2O3/concat_log.txt’,’a’)
    numbers = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10]  
    for i in numbers:
        infile = open(’input_100_ZcF2H2O3/ta_e{0}.log’.format(i),’r’)
        data1 = infile.read()
        outfile.write(data1)
    outfile.close()
#J  IDENTIFY ABNORMAL TERMINATION OF THE MD SIMULATION
    inFile = open("input_100_ZcF2H2O3/concat_log.txt", ’r’) 
    contents = inFile.read()                                
    inFile1 = open("input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_F1.log", ’r’)       
    contents1 = inFile1.read()                                              
    inFile6 = open("input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_F2.log", ’r’)  
    contents6 = inFile6.read()                                      
    inFile2 = open("input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_O1.log", ’r’)
    contents2 = inFile2.read()                         
    inFile3 = open("input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_O2.log", ’r’)  
    contents3 = inFile3.read()                                      
    inFile4 = open("input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_O3.log", ’r’)   
    contents4 = inFile4.read()                                      
    if "failure" in contents:  
       out_result.write("{5}  {0}{1}{2}{3}{4}\n".format(str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15)
,
       str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15),str(par1).ljust(5)))  
    elif "*****" in contents1:
       out_result.write("{5}  {0}{1}{2}{3}{4}\n".format(str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15)
,
       str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15),str(par1).ljust(5)))     
    elif "*****" in contents2:                                                                                
                           
       out_result.write("{5}  {0}{1}{2}{3}{4}\n".format(str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15)
,
       str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15),str(par1).ljust(5)))
    elif "*****" in contents3:                                                                                
    
       out_result.write("{5}  {0}{1}{2}{3}{4}\n".format(str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15)
,
       str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15),str(par1).ljust(5))) 
    elif "*****" in contents4:                             
       out_result.write("{5}  {0}{1}{2}{3}{4}\n".format(str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15)
,
       str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15),str(par1).ljust(5)))                
    elif "*****" in contents6:
       out_result.write("{5}  {0}{1}{2}{3}{4}\n".format(str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15)
,
       str(10.0).ljust(15),str(10.0).ljust(15),str(par1).ljust(5)))
#K  DETERMINE AVERAGE DISTANCES     
    else:
       dist_ca_O1 = loadtxt("input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_O1.log")
       mean_dist_ca_O1 = mean (dist_ca_O1)
       std_ca_O1 = np.std(dist_ca_O1, ddof = 1)       
       if mean_dist_ca_O1 > 10:
          mean_dist_ca_O1 = "10.000"         
       dist_ca_O2 = loadtxt("input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_O2.log")
       mean_dist_ca_O2 = mean (dist_ca_O2)
       std_ca_O2 = np.std(dist_ca_O2, ddof = 1)       
       if mean_dist_ca_O2 > 10:     
          mean_dist_ca_O2 = "10.000"       
       dist_ca_O3 = loadtxt("input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_O3.log")    
       mean_dist_ca_O3 = mean (dist_ca_O3)                               
       std_ca_O3 = np.std(dist_ca_O3, ddof = 1) 
       if mean_dist_ca_O3 > 10:          
          mean_dist_ca_O3 = "10.000"
       dist_ca_F1 = loadtxt("input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_F1.log")
       mean_dist_ca_F1 = mean (dist_ca_F1)   
       std_ca_F1 = np.std(dist_ca_F1, ddof = 1)
       if mean_dist_ca_F1 > 10:     
          mean_dist_ca_F1 = "10.000"
       dist_ca_F2 = loadtxt("input_100_ZcF2H2O3/egrep3_dist_ca_F2.log")  
       mean_dist_ca_F2 = mean (dist_ca_F2)                               
       std_ca_F2 = np.std(dist_ca_F2, ddof = 1)  
       if mean_dist_ca_F2 > 10:       
Figure 32: Metal Center Parameter Analyzer: program code for five ghost
centers G
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         mean_dist_ca_F2 = "10.000"  
#K J   WRITE RESULTS IN result.dat
       out_result.write("{5}  {0}{1}{2}{3}{4}\n".format(str(mean_dist_ca_O1).ljust(15), str(mean_dist_ca_O2).ljust(
15),
       str(mean_dist_ca_O3).ljust(15),str(mean_dist_ca_F1).ljust(15),str(mean_dist_ca_F2).ljust(15),str(par1).
ljust(5)))     
       out_result.write("{5}  {0}{1}{2}{3}{4}\n".format(str(std_ca_O1).ljust(15), str(std_ca_O2).ljust(15),str(std_
ca_O3).ljust(15),
       str(std_ca_F1).ljust(15),str(std_ca_F2).ljust(15),str(par1).ljust(5))) 
    inFile.close()
    inFile1.close()
    inFile2.close()
#   EMPTY concat_log file FOR NEXT LOOP 
    outfile = open("input_100_ZcF2H2O3/concat_log.txt",’w’)   
    outfile.write("")
    outfile.close()
#   CLOSE result_mc.txt FILE AFTER MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
out_result.close()
Figure 33: Metal Center Parameter Analyzer: program code for five ghost
centers G
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Electrostatic Energy Calculator
#DEFINE WATER SHELL RADIUS 
set radius 3               
#DEFINE CHARGES OF CENTRAL ATOM AND GHOST CENTERS
set Z  2.00
set D  0.00
#SET ALL ENERGY TERMS TO ZERO
set addE 0  
set E 0     
#DEFINE INCREMENT IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO CONSIDER EACH FRAME
set increment 1
#FURTHER STARTING CONDITIONS
set i 1
set nf [molinfo top get numframes] 
set coordsel [atomselect top all]
#DETERMINE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF FRAMES CONSIDERED IN THE PRESENT SIMULTION
#TO CALCULATE THE FINAL AVERAGED ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY 
set frames [expr $nf/$increment −$i]                  
################################################
# SCAN ALL FRAMES AND DETERMINE DISTANCES AND ELECTROSTATIC ENERGIES
# SUM ELECTROSTATIC ENERGIES OVER THE NUMBER OF FRAMES
for {set i 1} {$i < $nf} {incr i $increment} {  
    puts "Frame $i"
    $coordsel frame $i
    set coords [$coordsel get {x y z}]
    #GET COORDINATES FOR THE CENTRAL ATOM                      
    set com2 [lindex $coords 0]
    #GET COORDINATES FOR THE GHOST CENTERS  
    set com3 [lindex $coords 1]
    set com4 [lindex $coords 2]
    set com5 [lindex $coords 3]
    set com6 [lindex $coords 4]
    set com7 [lindex $coords 5]
    #START WITH INDEX m EQUAL TO SIX WHICH CORRESPONDS TO THE FIRST OXYGEN ATOM IN THE LOADED PDB FILE
    #INDEX 6183 CORRESPONDS TO THE LAST OXYGEN ATOM IN THE PDB FILE
    for {set m 6} {$m <= 6183} {incr m 3} {
        #SET ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY COUNTER TO ZERO BEFORE NEXT ENERGY IS COMPUTED
        set E 0       
        #GET COORDINATES FOR THE OXYGEN ATOM  
        set com1 [lindex $coords $m]
        #DETERMINE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE OXYGEN ATOM AND THE CENTRAL ATOM
        set simdata [veclength [vecsub $com1 $com2]]
        #GET COORDINATES FOR THE FIRST HYDROGEN ATOM BELONGING TO THE OXYGEN ATOM WITH THE SAME RESID
        #DETERMINE THE DISTANCE TO THE CENTRAL ATOM
        set m1 [expr $m+1]                              
        set com8 [lindex $coords $m1]                 
        set simdata8 [veclength [vecsub $com8 $com2]] 
        #GET COORDINATES FOR THE SECOND HYDROGEN ATOM BELONGING TO THE OXYGEN ATOM WITH THE SAME RESID 
        #DETERMINE THE DISTANCE TO THE CENTRAL ATOM                                                   
        set m2 [expr $m+2]                                                                          
        set com9 [lindex $coords $m2]                                                                
        set simdata14 [veclength [vecsub $com9 $com2]]
        #IF STATEMENT TO DETERMINE IF ONE ATOM OF THE SELECTED H2O MOLECULE IS WITHIN the SELECTED WATER SHELL
        # RADIUS
        if {($simdata <= $radius) || ($simdata8 <= $radius) || ($simdata14 <= $radius)} {                  
           #DETERMINE THE DISTANCES BETWEEN SELECTED OXYGEN ATOM AND ALL GHOST CENTERS
           set simdata3 [veclength [vecsub $com1 $com3]] 
           set simdata4 [veclength [vecsub $com1 $com4]]  
           set simdata5 [veclength [vecsub $com1 $com5]]
           set simdata6 [veclength [vecsub $com1 $com6]]
           set simdata7 [veclength [vecsub $com1 $com7]]
           #DETERMINE THE DISTANCES BETWEEN FIRST HYDROGEN of SELECTED H2O ATOM AND ALL GHOST CENTERS
           set simdata9 [veclength [vecsub $com8 $com3]]
           set simdata10 [veclength [vecsub $com8 $com4]]
           set simdata11 [veclength [vecsub $com8 $com5]]
           set simdata12 [veclength [vecsub $com8 $com6]]
           set simdata13 [veclength [vecsub $com8 $com7]]
           #DISTANCES BETWEEN SECOND HYDROGEN ATOM of SELECTED H2O AND ALL GHOST CENTERS           
           set simdata15 [veclength [vecsub $com9 $com3]]  
           set simdata16 [veclength [vecsub $com9 $com4]] 
           set simdata17 [veclength [vecsub $com9 $com5]] 
           set simdata18 [veclength [vecsub $com9 $com6]] 
           set simdata19 [veclength [vecsub $com9 $com7]] 
           #ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY SUMMATION
           set E [expr ($Z*(−0.834)/$simdata)+($D*(−0.834)/$simdata3)+($D*(−0.834)/$simdata4) +($D*(−0.834)/$s
imdata5) +($D*(−0.834)/$simdata6) +($D*(−0.834)/$simdata7) + ($Z*(0.417)/$simdata8) +($D*(0.417)/$simdata9)+($
D*(0.417)/$simdata10) +($D*(0.417)/$simdata11) +($D*(0.417)/$simdata12) +($D*(0.417)/$simdata13) + ($Z*(0.417)
/$simdata14) +($D*(0.417)/$simdata15)+($D*(0.417)/$simdata16) +($D*(0.417)/$simdata17) +($D*(0.417)/$simdata18
) +($D*(0.417)/$simdata19)]         
           #ADD CALCULATED ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY TO ENERGY OF THE NEXT FRAME
           set addE [expr {$addE + $E}] 
         }     
    }
}
#CONVERT RESULT INTO KCAL AND WRITE RESULT TO CONSOLE OUTPUT
set kcaladdE [expr {332.0*$addE/$frames}]  
puts "sum of electrostatic energy $kcaladdE radius $radius"  
Figure 34: Electrostatic Energy Calculator for VMD [31]
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TIP3P to TIP5P Converter
import numpy as np
import math
from numpy import matrix
from numpy import linalg
import numpy as np
from numpy import *
from pylab import *
import scipy
output = open(’solvate_TIP_5P.pdb’, ’w’)
#GET XYZ COORDINATES FROM O H1 AND H2 ATOMS TIP3P WATER MODEL XYZ COORDINATES ARE WRITTEN IN COLUMNS IN THE so
lvate.txt FILE
f= loadtxt("solvate.txt")
x_coordinate =[]; y_coordinate = []; z_coordinate = []
first_column =f[:,0]; second_column =f[:,1]; third_column = f[:,2]
#GENERATE LISTS WITH XYZ COORDINATES
for x in first_column:
    x_coordinate.append(x)
for y in second_column:
    y_coordinate.append(y)
for z in third_column:
    z_coordinate.append(z)
#SET STARTING CONDITIONS
i = 0
ii = 1
j = 1
jj = 2
k = 2
kk = 3
x1x1=4
x2x2=5
molecule_number = 1
Dummy1= 0; Dummy2 = 0
OH1 = 0; OH2 = 0
#2108 CORRESPONDS TO MAXIMUM ATOM INDEX IN solvate.txt FILE
for r in range (2108):
# JOIN VECTOR O−H1
    O = np.array([x_coordinate[i],y_coordinate[i],z_coordinate[i]])
    H1 = np.array([x_coordinate[j], y_coordinate[j], z_coordinate[j]])
    OH1 = H1−O
# JOIN VECTOR  O−H2
    H2 = np.array([x_coordinate[k],y_coordinate[k], z_coordinate[k]])
    OH2 = H2−O
#CROSS PRODUCT OF THE TWO JOINING VECTORS
    crossproduct = np.cross (OH2,OH1)
    alpha = 109.47 * pi/180.
    d_dummy = 0.70
    Dummy1 = O − d_dummy*cos(alpha/2) * (OH1+OH2)/norm(OH1+OH2) +  d_dummy*sin(alpha/2) * crossproduct/norm(cr
ossproduct)
    Dummy2 = O − d_dummy*cos(alpha/2) * (OH1+OH2)/norm(OH1+OH2) −  d_dummy*sin(alpha/2) * crossproduct/norm(cr
ossproduct)
#OUTPUT FORMATING AND WRITE COORDINATES OF O H1 H2 AND TWO DUMMY ATOMS ON THE TIP5P WATER MOLECULE TO OUTPUT F
ILE IN PDB FORMAT
    O0=str(format(O[0],’.3f’))
    O1=str(format(O[1],’.3f’))
    O2=str(format(O[2],’.3f’))
    H10=str(format(H1[0],’.3f’))
    H11=str(format(H1[1],’.3f’))
    H12=str(format(H1[2],’.3f’))
    H20=str(format(H2[0],’.3f’))
    H21=str(format(H2[1],’.3f’))
    H22=str(format(H2[2],’.3f’))
    output.write(’\nATOM  {0}  O   HOH{1}    {2}{3}{4}\n’.format(str(ii).rjust(5),str(molecule_number).rjust(6),O0.rju
st(8),O1.rjust(8),O2.rjust(8)))
    output.write(’ATOM  {0}  H1  HOH{1}    {2}{3}{4}\n’.format(str(jj).rjust(5),str(molecule_number).rjust(6),H10.rju
st(8),H11.rjust(8),H12.rjust(8)))
    output.write(’ATOM  {0}  H2  HOH{1}    {2}{3}{4}\n’.format(str(kk).rjust(5),str(molecule_number).rjust(6),H20.rju
st(8),H21.rjust(8),H22.rjust(8)))
    output.write(’ATOM  {0}  X1  HOH{1}    ’.format(str(x1x1).rjust(5),str(molecule_number).rjust(6)))
    for x in Dummy1:
        xstr=str(format(x,’.3f’))
        output.write(’{0}’.format(xstr.rjust(8)))
    output.write(’\nATOM  {0}  X2  HOH{1}    ’.format(str(x2x2).rjust(5),str(molecule_number).rjust(6)))
    for x in Dummy2:                            
        xstr=str(format(x,’.3f’))
        output.write(’{0}’.format(xstr.rjust(8)))
#PREPARE THE NEXT LOOP CYCLE
    i = i+3
    ii = ii+5
    j = j+3
    jj = jj+5
    k = k+3
    kk = kk+5
    x1x1 = x1x1+5
    x2x2 = x2x2+5
    molecule_number = molecule_number + 1
    OH1 = 0; OH2 = 0
Figure 35: TIP3P to TIP5P Converter [34]
APPENDIX C
FURTHER RESULTS
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Figure 36: Calculated solvation free energies and radial distribution func-
tions RDF (M-O) for Zn2+ in aqueous solution: ∆Gsolv vs.
kb(M−G)[kcalA˚−2]. The SC model is compared to the DC model
with a charge distribution of q(M) = +0.20 and q(G) = +0.36.
Further parameter values and experimental data are shown in Ta-
ble 9, Table 6 in the Appendix and Table 3.
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Figure 37: Calculated solvation free energies and radial distribution functions
RDF (M-O) for Zn2+ in aqueous solution: ∆Gsolv vs. kθ(G-M-G)
[kcalrad−2mol−1]. The SC model is compared to the DC model
with a charge distribution of q(M) = +0.20 and q(G) = +0.36.
Further parameter values and experimental data are shown in Ta-
ble 9, Table 6 in the Appendix and Table 3.
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Figure 38: Calculated solvation free energies and radial distribution func-
tions RDF (M-O) for Zn2+ in aqueous solution: ∆Gsolv vs. (O)
[kcal/mol]. The SC model is compared to the DC model with a
charge distribution of q(M) = +0.20 and q(G) = +0.36. Further
parameter values and experimental data are shown in Table 9, Ta-
ble 6 in the Appendix and Table 3.
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Figure 39: Average distances rm between M and the ligands for the
ZnF2(H2O)3 in gas-phase vs. force field parameters. Results for
the MD simulation at 5 K are shown for the SC- and two DC mod-
els: q(M) = -1.00 (left), q(M) = 0.20 (right). The rm values for
O1, O2 and O3 are shown in the subfigures on the left side, those
for F1 and F2 are shown on the right side, respectively. The ranges
for the M-O and M-F distances obtained by QM simulations [35]
are shown in blue and green, respectively. The standard deviations
for rm values smaller than 3A˚ are in the range of 0.02A˚ and 0.08A˚.
Table 6 and Table 9 in the Appendix include further parameter
values.
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Figure 40: Average distances rm between M and the ligands for the
ZnF2(H2O)3 in gas-phase vs. force field parameters. Results for
the MD simulation at 5 K are shown for the SC- and two DC mod-
els: q(M) = 3.20 (left), q(M) = 5.00 (right). The rm values for O1,
O2 and O3 are shown in the subfigures on the left side, those for
F1 and F2 are shown on the right side, respectively. The ranges
for the M-O and M-F distances obtained by QM simulations [35]
are shown in blue and green, respectively. The standard deviations
for rm values smaller than 3A˚ are in the range of 0.02A˚ and 0.08A˚.
Table 6 and Table 9 in the Appendix include further parameter
values.
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